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ESTABLISHING A WRITING PROGRAM, K-12

In the Bureau of. English Education,_ we. endorse the "Standards for Basic Skills
Writing Programs," , (National CoUncil of Teachert of English, Urbana, Illinois, March,

1979) a copy of Which can-be found on pages 6-7. Additional suggestions for establishing a'

'writing program are also ded below;

General

1. The program should be &%,-;4.1 by a cOmmittee of teachers under the guidance
of a coordinator who has knowledge :rent theory and research in writing.

2: The program is based on the knowledge.that writing is best taught through actual
writing and not through filling in blanks, underlining parts of speech,..or diagraming

sentences.

3.1 The program is based on the understanding that usage, spelling, punctuation, and

mechanics are best taught in connection with the actual writing done by pupils, not in

isolation.
I
4. The program is based on the understanding that "To Assign Is' Not to. Teach."

(Cecelia Kingston, Coordinator of English, Public Schools of the-Tarrytowns - See pages 8-

9 of this publication.)

/ 5. The teaching of writing takes into account all aspects of the composing process:-

prewriting, writing, rewriting, editing.

6. The development of a soundly based writing program is accompanied by extensive
inservice opportunities for teachers, in order to help them implement the Program.

/E'e'nentar-Y-s-
. 1. The development of oral language plays an important -part in thedevU'opment of

/ skills in writing. Therefore, at all levels, children should be given opportunities to .talk

and something to talk 'about. Language &velopment can be encouraged in kindergarten

through Erst or second grade by allowing chik!ren to dictate stories to the teacher or. to
older children to transcribe. These stories can then be made the 4asis of reading lessons

and can be rnade_into classroom books. (See. Lucy Calkins, "Children WriteAnd Their
Writing Becomes Their Textbook," in Language_Arts, 35:7, pp. 801815.)

2. Teachers of children in elementary schools should keep in_ mind the findings of

research that suggest " students who first-gain skill in -wilting in the eicpressive mode

will cVe.lop the-requisite skills for writing in the transactional and poetic modes more
easily than will students who do not have the expretsive base." (See Research yin the

Teaching: of English, 12:4; pp. 349-350.) In other words, even if we were to, teach directly

for the Preliminary Competency Test in Writing given in the 8th or 9th grades, the best_

way to prepare:, students for this examination is to help .them to write in many modes.

Children- should be taught to write' personal' narrations, accounts of feelings and

explanations of what they knowfas well as.the modes required on the test.

3. During-the prewriting stage, children =should be given the opportunity to prepare

for writing by such things as draWing or painting, "questioning and interviewing, and_

discussing plans.
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During the writing stage, Children should have the opportunity to get immediate
feedback by reading each other's paperS in the rough draft stage. In addition; the teacher
thOUld intervene to help pupils during the writing stage when he or she obserVes signs of
frustration or the need.for a. yord that is not quite yet at the command of the child. The
teacher may give immediate feedback during the writing stage by raising -questions of
meaning, asking for more details,, or suggesting possible alternate solutions to a writing

problem. -

Rewriting is encouraged When the Child allowed to choose his or herbeSt work for
redrafting and- inclusion in class bookS or displays.

4. Children can write in various ways even in the early grades; and teachers should
give them every opportunity to write in all subjects. Teachers do not necessarily have to
correct and assign grades to every piece of writing. Children can write such things as
rules for an activity, records of the growth of plants or .animals, a summary of what they
learned from afield -trip or a visit to the class by a- guest, a calendar-diary, real letters
and notes that are mailed, r.aptionS for art projects; scripts for a science or social studies

broadcast.

5. One of the most mportant aspects of the writing program is keeping a writing

folder for each child, with epresentative samples kepi in the folder from grade to grade.

Folders are also.an excelle means of evaluating an individual child's progress as well as
the entire writing program.

The folder is an important basis for pupil-teacher writing conferences. From time

to time, the teacher should discuss the child's progress with her or him, emphasizing the
progress already made as well as the progress needed. In addition, folders are Also good
evidence to parents and to the public that composition is indeed being taught, and being

well taught.

6. Teachers should be aware of the curriculum in all the grades, not just in the ones
they teach; In addition, there should be writing exchanges and oral presentations between
grades within the school.

7. . The principal of each schOOl ShOUld fOrm a writing committee and, with the
committee, plan..ways to help improve writing in all - subject areas;

Secondary Schools

.1v Teachers in the secondary schools should be aware of the writing program in the

elementary schools. There-should be frequent contact, particularly between the teaChers
of 6th. and 7th grades or 5th and-6th grades, whichever the case may be, to discuss ways of
developing writing skills, to exchange sets of papers, to analyze writing problems of

individual pupils.

2. The Writing program should seek to enhance the skills of all.students.
2 .

3: As suggested for the grade schools; every possible occasion should be used to get

students to write; and to vary the pueposes and audiences for which they write. Again,
not every piece of writing has to be corrected and graded;

4.. Teachers must be conscious of the fact that having students do grammar and
usage exercises, or write out answers to questions at the, end of the chapter, is- not the

. same thing as teaching students how to,write.
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5. Teachers-should be aware of the Objectives of the entire, writing program, tiot

just the segments which they teach.

_ _k___Tirneinust be given to. teaching %Vetting, with.pr&vision for all stages of the
'writing process. This most likely means that some par-rd.-1 what the ptesent curriculum

indicates "must be covered" has to be omitted.,

7. Support must be given in many. ways tk: teacher... of writing, including- reasonablei,

dats 'sizes and total pupil load, inservice training, and leadershiii from the adMinistrators

and coordinators. ,

8. Teachers in all disciplines should be aware of the gods of improving student

writing and should require writing of standard quality wherever applicable in their

disciplines.

9. As in the grade schoolt, and for the same reasons, a folder 'of compositions should

be kept for each student.

Remedial Programs

1. Remedial programs should focus_on_the objective of improving_stude.nt_writing,

not only on-the objective of passing the RCT in Writing.

2. Remedial programs sh(uld follow the general guidelines for all programs...

3.- Remedial programs should be taught by certified English teachert -or; if .a
remedial program is in place in an elementary school, teachers with :common branch

certification. ,Writing components of Federal- or State-funded programs will not be
approved by the Bureau of English Education_unle.ss teachers,are properly certified.

4. For remedial programt; and esRecially those that are assisted with. Federal and

State funds, it-is-essential that writing folders be kept. Such a folder thould contain the

following for each student: ,

a) Sainplet-ofwriting the student has-done early_in_the_program or for the. PCT

--- -or RCT -inwriting.

b) Analyses of two or three of these samples. Recommended diagnostic
instruments are in New_ York State' Preliminari_Competency Test in'WritinrManual
for Administrators and Teachers, pp. 9-10, and in this publication, beginning on

page 13. Sample' analyses of student papers follow the-instruments.

c) An indication from the teacher Of which problems have been identified and
what strategies will, be used for remediation.

d)
. _

Samples_of writing donetoward the end-of the program.

e) An assessment of the progress the pupil has t'nade during the program.

The'writing.samples.and the analyses may serve as pretests and pottiests.
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5. Special attention should be paid to providing inservice help to those teachers who
are working in remedial, programs, whether they, are provIcitpg remediation within the
general curriculum, or providing remediation beyond that in the\general curriculum_ . (See
table below.)

Plans for Remediation BaSed on the
Ne* York State Preliminary Competency Test in Writing, ForrnA

Recommended Administrative
Score Comment Decisions

, 1

80 or abeVe.

65 to 79

50 to 64

49 or beloW

Prob&ily will pass the final
Regents Competency Test

At and just above the State
Reference Point.

Just below the State
Reference Point

Far below the Stare
Reference Point

None mandated.

Emphasize writing in coUrse&

4
Re mediation within the
general curridOlUm recommended.

Remediation :beyond that in the
general curriculum; including in-
tense individualized remediation
recommended..

6. Students whose -scores-fa-k_betweeri_50% and 64% on the* Preliminary Competency
Test in Writing.

Cannot be emphasized too strongly that remediation strategies shoUld be
baSed on the students' own pieces of writing and NOT on drills in unrelated
materials. See section on analyzing student writing; beginning p. 13.)

b) StUdents can be grouped within_ the regular English classroom for instruction
and practice according_ to the : particular prOblem they are working -on 'at the
moment. (See section on activities; beginning p. 45.)

d Re rti ediati shOuld- aim --a t- developing -both- fluency _ancLcontroLinseYeral___-___
_MOOS:of Writing, not just_ those Which'appear on the RegentS Competency Test. In
faCt, .there may be Studenti who need' o 'develop- more fluency and. control in writing
personal narratives' before they try writing reports.

Students__w_hose_s.core.s_fall below 50% on the Preliminary. Cornpetency_Test_in
Writing.

a) Some students maybe so deficient in writing skills ttlat it is a problem ta get
them to generate, any writing at all. The deficiency may be a part of a whole
complex of problems in self-concept and a general lack of success in academic
'subjects. A first step is to help/such students see the importince of --their own
experiences and the importance -of communicating those experiences:

b) Interviewing as a preWriting activity may be especially important for the poor
writer. The type of interview suggested as a beginning may be teacher=student or
studentzstudert. An- example might be an interview concerning an object the
student has brought to class: "What's that? "What kind?"_. "How did you get it?"

0



C) Encourage students to get something down and not worry about appearance
andspelling in the first draft. This is not to say that all the conventions of standard
written English are not inaportant. When the student is. convinced that he or she has
Something to say in writing and that it is possible for him or her to write it, then the
rewriting, editing, and correcting (by the student, with help from the teacher or
others) can begin.

d) Journal writing is an important mode for all students, but may be crucial -as a.
means of getting nonwriter: or poor writers started.

e) As often as possible, teachers of writing should write the assignments they,
give their students: With slower students especially, the teacher should write for at
least five minutes of the class period in which the studentt write. It is helpful for
the student to see that writing is a valued- activity and that the teacher'S first draft
also contains cross-outs, insertions, corrections. In addition, by writing at least five
minutes of an assignment, the teacher can more readily see possible problemt that
may arise from the assignment itself.

8. Donald Graves of the University ,of New Hampshire,_ an authority on the writing
process of young children, feels that student self-diagnosis is important. for example, in
their- own first dralts students are told -to circle all the words that they think might be
misspelled or to use some sort of symbol in places where they are unsure of the
punctuation. Knowing where the problems are is a step toward solving those problemt.
Also, such a procedure encourages Students to reread their material and possibly note
places where they can make corrections that they already know how to make. The
procedure confers a sense Of authority and voice on the student in relation to his or her
own material.



GUIDELINES FOR ORGANIZING WRITING PROGRAMS.;

Both an operational definition of writing-and strong program ingredientS must be the

bases for any efforts made to improve student writing within the school situation.
Planners of writing_ programs must begin with an adequate conception of what writing is.

in the- NOTE statement;- writing is described as- . the process of selecting, 'combining,
arranging .and developing ideas in- effective sentences, paragraphs; and; often; longer units

of discourse. The process requires the writer to cope with a number of variables: method
of development (narrating, explaining; describing; reporting, and persuading);. 'tone (from

fire very personal to quite formal); form (from a limerick to a fortnal letter to a long

researeVreport);_purpose (from discovering and expressing perSOnal feelings and values to
conducting the .:'impersonal 'business. of everyday life); possible audiences (oneself;

classmates; a teacher; 'the world')." Improving- one's writingsabilitY involves developing

increasing Skill and sensitivity in selecting from and combining these Variables to shape

particular 'pieces of writing. It also involves learning to conform to the conventions of the
printed language appropriate to the age of the writer and to the forth,' purpose, and tone
Of the pieces of writing;

Ste.nciards for Basic_Skills_Writing Programs

Teaching and_Learning

- 1. There is evidence that knowledge of current theory and research in writing has
been sought and applied in developing the writing program.

2. Writing instruction is a substantial_and clearly identified part of an integrated
English language arts eurriciluth.

3. Writing is called for in other: subject areas.

4. The subject matter of: writing has its richest source in the students' personal,

social, and AtAdettlit interests. and experiences.

5. Students write in many forms-(e.g., essays, notes, summaries, poems, letters,
stories, reports, scripts, journals).

6. Students write for a variety of audience's (e.g., self, classmates; the communit;y,
the teacheri-to learn that approaches vary as,audiences vary.

7. Students write for a- wide range of purposet (e.g., to inform, to persuade,

express the self, to explore, to clarify/thinking).

. 8. Class time is devoted to all aspects of the writing process: generating ideas,/
drafting, revising, and editing.'

9. All students receive instruction both in developing and expressing ideas and in

using the-conventionS Of edited American English.

7; -10. Coniroeof the conventions of' edited American EngliSh (supporting skilli such as

spelling, handwriting, punctuation, and grammaiical usage) is developed primarily during

the writing process and secondarily through related exercises; t

I

I. ..- Students receive constructive responSes from the teacher and from others at
,, 1

various stages in the writing process. . i i/ _/



12. Evaluation of individual writing growth:

(a) Is based on 9rrniilete pieces of writing;
(b) Reflects informed judgments, first, about clarity and content and then about

conventions ofspelling, mechanics, and usage;
(c) Includes regular responses to individual pieces of student writing as well as

- periodic 'assessment measuring growth over a period of time.

Support
.

Teacheri with majpr responsibility for writing instruction participate in
continuing education programs reflecting current knowledge about the teaching of

writing.

14. Teachers of other subjects receive information and training in ways to make use

of and to respond to writing in ;heir classes.
.

15. Parent and community groups are informed abOUt the writing program anObout
ways in which they can supportit;

16; School and Class schedules provide sufficient time to assure that the writing

process is thOrotighly pursued.

17. Teachers_ and students have access to and_ make.regylar use :of a. wide range Of

resources 164., library.services, media, teaching materials, duplicating facilities, supplies)
for support of the writing program.

ProgramEviduation

-18. Evaluation of the wr program focuses on preprogram and postprogram
sampling of complete pieces of writing, utilizing- recognized procedure to arrive at
reliable le judgments about the qualitY-ortlfe program.

19. Evaluation of the program might also include assessment of a sample of student
attitudes,: - Withering of pertinent quantitative data (e.g., frequency of student writing,_
time devoted to writing activities), and observational data (evidence of prewriting
-.aotivities, class. writing folders, and student writing &splays).



ASSIGNING VS. TEACHING

Ce-celia Kingston.
Coordinator of English

Public Schools of the Tarrytowns

iWhen writing s assigned

I; Teacher :asks: students to write on
one topic from a list of topics which
may;- or' may not be related to con-
tent-of:the course or experiences ,,of
the students.

2. Topic or ,question is usually general,
rarely structured.

Topic allows for 'sloppy thinking,
glittering generalitie&

Audience for paper is rarely iden-
tifid.

5. Purpose for writing assignment- is
nebulous of vague..

Students assume they are writing:-
for a grade.

. Students are often asked to, write
spontaneously.

4

8; Students are often given a time
limit or a work limit or bOth...

. Students are required to hand in the
first_draft for a.grade.

10. Teac:her comments on paper are
usually negative, most often correc-
tions of errors.

-11. Corrections are usually in reference
to mechanical errors.

When writing is taught

Teacher encourages students to
communicate' their ,ideas precisely
and effectively through writing.

2. Topic or question is usually specific,
Often highly structured.

3. Topic forces precise tliought,, sup-
porting details.

Audience for paper is specifically
-identified.

5. Purpose fe-t writing assignment is
specifidallk articulated.

6. Students know they are writin_g to
improve their ability to express
themselves precisely.

7. Students are in couraged to thinic
about their subjects.

8: Students are encouraged to judge
ti:a scope of .the purpose in terms of
the time available and the number
of. words it would take to 'fulfill this
purpose. -

9. Students are encouraged tck.. review
and revise the first draft. --

10; Teacher comments stress the posi-
tive and are constructive about the
negative aspects.

11. Recommendations for improvement
in style, format and. organization. of
thoughts are made.



When.writing_is assigned

12. Usually everyerror is corrected on
every page by the teacher.

13. Most ofl the teacher's time is spent
correcting papers..

14. The teacher corrects every paper.

15. Students never quite know how
teacher arrives at grades.

16. All 'Writing assignments tend to. be
essays - usually between 200=300.,
words.'

-17. Students are criticized for not mak-
ing the purpose clear, for not organ-
izing thoughts logically, for not de
veloping ideas.

18. Students are not aware of signifi-
cant improvement 4n their writing.

19. Students are.asked to. analyze; cern=
_

pare, describe, define, review,
trace; but are not. taught how' to
Organize their thoughts to iueed
in their goals. .

20. Students are required to rewrite in
some cases. But rewriting usually
only applies to corrections in gram=
'mar, usage, et

21. Students are required to write with-
out much pre-thought.-

21 _Siudents rarely know what style'
means or vvhat their. own sty is.

23, Students are- assigned a number of
. . . .

different writing experiences:
poem, platy, book review, term

24:..:Students-and teacher are bored. by /
-.what.stiadents write. -/.

When_writing is taught
..

12. Often only certain, elements of corn=
position - errors - are corrected tor
a specifFeassignment.

13. Most of the teacher's time is spent
in class teaching the writing skills.

14. The teacher encouragts self-evalua-
tion and group evaluation of most of
the papers.

15. Students always know why they earn
a grade.

16. Writing assignments vary in length
according to purpose of the assign-, meat.

17. Students are taught how to limit
purpose, organize thoughts, and de-
velop ideas.

18. Students are aware of sipificant
growth or lack of growth - in
specific areas.

,19. Students are given -models of essays
which analyze, or compare, etc.,
and/or they are-guided/iiito de4eloP-
,ing the formatzbest suited for analy-
sis, or comparison, etc.

20. Students are encouraged to. revise,
to edit, to improve - and to'correct
first draft, then resubmit.

2r. Students are motivated into thinking
about what they are to write.

Students are tali& to analyze their
own- style.

Students are taught to handle a
variety of writing fOrms.

24. Students and teacher are excited
about what students write.

22.

23.

' -



ESTABLISHING A WRITING WORKSHOP OR LABORATORY

Workshop or Laboratory?

Once a district has ccided to give students extra, help in the form of a writing
workshop or laboratory, the first decision to be made is a decision of philosopoky. Should

the extra telp be even primarily in a writing workshop, in a:writing laboratory, or in a

combination of the two?
F

The "n ction is an iMportant -one, for the concepts that govern what goes on in

- /each are quite different. A writing Woricshop is primarily 'designed to generate more
writing: students -will write frequently,:will try many different types of writing, and will

develop each 'piece of writing more fully. Students wiltalso develop a sense of writing for

purpose and audience, will loam to organize more effectively; and will learn to support
generalizations with reasons, etails'and examples.

Writing workshop will take the cwnposing process into account by providing

prewriting as well as writing activities. ECensive_use will be made of discussions, small

group Work,. and individual student-teacher conferences. There will be little Use "of the '-
traditional grammar and ,usage exercises; initead, there will- tie practiEe in combining,

reformulating and revising sentences from the students'- own writing. .

A writing laboratory, on the other hand is mainly concerned with the postwriting

stage: editingiand correcting. errors. Al

Both workshoos and 1aboratories are important in improving student writing, but the

Correction of error without specific instruction and teacher _,intervention the 'pre-

writing and writing StageS will not in itself effect great improvement in 'student writing.

Theisaine teacher and the same space and time period could be used for both the
workshop _and- the laboratory. _ For example, if 40 minutes three times a week were -

devoted to"writing. improvement, two of the periods could be wOrkshops and the third, the

_laboratory. The separation of functions helpS both teachers and students realize that all
stages of the' writing process need attention,' not just the postwriting cofrection-of drrors.

space- and-.Time,
-

Ideally, .a permanent space would be set aside for a writing workshop; a.space that

accommodates 8-10 students comfortably, has storage space for file cabinets , -_card files,

dictionaries, and the like. Some schools have developed a "moveable workshop" on a cart;

The cart With various materials developed or collected for use in writing activities is

taken to the classroom.

It. ISr assumed that' students would be scheduled for the workshop for a specific

amount of time each week. Some schools, however, may wish to use/ the nonscheduled

approach for students who want help with particular assignmenti or who want to work for

a certain .amount of- time to improve a particular. subskill. Usually, though, those most in

need of help do not "drop in"

The workshop approach can be used within the regular class period by setting up

space and materials and by working with small groups.



The number as-times a week and the number of minutes per period cannot be exactly
presCribeil, nor can thentimber .of weeks -the student should be scheduled for the writing
workshop 'or laboratory._ liNthe student is there chiefly to acquire the skills necessary to
pats the Regents CompeteneYjest in Writing, passing a teacher=devised test similar 'to
the competency test could indicate.a satisfactory level of achievement. Probably an even
better. determination of *whether the- student. is ready to leaVe the workshop situation
could be- made by analyzing the _materialt-in...the-TRudent's. writing folder. The teacher
should be able to determine through such analYsis whether the student will profit enough
from regular clastrOoth instruction to become a reasonably proficient writer. If a student
is in a' workshop or laboratory to improve a particular _suliskill; such as organization, the
student vuld-ieave the writing laboratory-when he or she had :become proficient in that

.

Staffing
:_/

The ;staff shotud consist of _English teachers4ho'are able to apply to the program
knowledge of current- theory. and research in writing. / It -may well be that the :school

strict will have to provide inservice work for teachers and time for the choosing and

/

developing of activities." .

The teachers chosen to work in the writing workshop or laboratorythould be able to
analyze both the writing process and the written work of students in, order to give_ the
most effective help: (See pp. 9=23 of New York State- Preliminary Competency Test in
Writing:Manualfor 'Administrators and Teachers for sample instruments and'analyses.)

The staff should of teachers who believe that, with the proper encour4e-
merit and. help, students can, indeed, improve their writing skills._ If they are not the same
teachert who have the students in the regular classes, .they should cooperate with the

"-`,. regular English or language arts teachers to help invite- that the students get the tspecific
-helvthey need. They also should 'tie able to help other subject area teachers plan
activities which will enhance writing skills-.

Materials

It is not necessary for the sthool districts to buy new textiand expensive materials
Or machines for a writing NVOrkshop or laboratory. Most of the essentials already exist in
the Schacilt. Such things as dictionaries and a few references for usage and style should be
available: Card 'files---of various activities for teachings writing can be developed, and
pictures and posters for .use in stimulating writing activities -can be assembled over a
period ofidme. A file cabinet for keeping student folders and records- would be helpful.

Record-Keeping . r t
-,

'--.. .
- .,..:.,.- V-

,-

7 The type of record keeping for the, workshop or laboratory will depend, of course, on
whether it it a nonscheduled lab; ai-eguraely scheduled workshop fora semester or so; or
time set' aside &ming the class- period: ! certainly -there shotild.be a record of why
the Students are there: failure to past' the PCT in Writing, teacher referral,. telf=referral.
As is usually recommended_ for regular English and language arts classes, a folder of each
student's writing and'ari individual-profile sheet shoUld be kept; (A sainple profile sheet_ is
-on page 25,1 of the manual mentioned below.). A record also shotild be kept of the.
eValtiatioo:A.,student improvement. SOrhe record form -also be devised to indiCate
-the a.tteridaltte record of the student andi:the numbers and types a writing tasks that have

!,-- been pretcribed and completed. (See page 6 New, York State Preliminary Compexency

Test -fit) Writing: Manual for Administratorsand Teachers for further information on -
record 'keeping.) -- - ,



Evaluation.
e.

-Mitny schools are using the PCT's in Writing as pretests for eighth and ninth grade
students. No reliable diagnostic test or pretest now exists for students in earlier grades.
The pretest procedure at the present time would be evaluations and analyses of students'

.writing samples...

An evaluation and analysis of studerft papers at the end of the workshop or
'laboratory experience could serve as the posttest. The .same type of criteria should be

used for both pretestingland.Posite.sting.

The writing workshop or laboratory itself should be evaluated in various ways: for

example, by by a supervisor or administrator, by the numbers of students who

showed improiement, by use of student ,questionnaires or rating.

...Materials and .activities should constantly be -evaluated, adaptd, and updated in

light of student progress.



ANALYZING THE STUDENT'S WRITING PROBLEMS

There _axe two types of diagnoses of student writing roblems: a diagnosis of -the
process the student goes through as he or she writes; and a diagnosis of the papers written
by the student. The teacher will want to observe the student and to interview the student
aboilt his or her process of writing, and also to =look: at writing samples such as the tasks
on the Preliminary Competency. Test.(PCT) in Writing.

. In order to help the student, the most important -part of the diagnosis is to decide
What kind of problem the student has Foi if,-on the report task Of the PCT in
Writin6,_ the details are not rearranged in a logical- order the student may need practice in
categorizing and grouping details and practice subordination. If the task is mistinder-
Stocod in some way so that the student writes- a personal narrative or an unrelated

'anecdote suggested by one, detail of the list of details, the student may need practice in
analyzing a ta.sk.

Student-VWriting_History

It is-the. purpose of an interview to gather information about the student's
background and experience in writing -in order to help the- teacher take the student from
where he or-she is now to the next point in his or her development thus the teacher acts

-asta collaborator. The -teacher should be available Ab the student at all stages of the
writing process as coach, friend, adziser. The student should feel 'free to come to the
teacher_ for help at =any point. Teachers are used to responding to the= end product, usually
to the -proofreading Aspect They should also intervene at various; stages in the process.

The teacher should keep certain points in mind:

I. The teacher ,should interview the student and also observe the student in a
normal classroom situation.

2. The teacher-should help the student to find the techniques that work best to
gain control over his or her writing. The teacher should be alert to the signs
of frustration that indicate that the-student cannot control his-or her writing
any longer.

Some questions which might be-asked by the teacher about the student's writing:

i. How much writing has the Student done?

2. ihat kinds of Writing has-theStudent done?

. How does the S-tudent feel :-about. writing? Is there any type of writing
preferred?

4. How much experience has the 'student had with writing for dfferent
audiences?

e there- enormous -dscrepancies between -the student's oral and 'writing-
abilities? How well does the student manage in reading his or her own
writing?



41445fLY-ZING THE STUDENT'S. WRITING PROCESS

At-any-stage-in:the:writing _process., the_writer may return to an earlier-stage.

Hoes the student analyze-the key elements of a task?

2. How much, .time doe.s the stiident spend inventingyand incubating ideas? Does he

or she brainstorm and jot down.ideai? Talk the ideas out with peers?

3. HOW much time does he or she spend planning?/ Does the student organize or

ruin

1. Does the' student draft- by the sentence, the paiagraghi Or -the vihole_pi&ce. of
Writing? ...416_,Oiher..-WOrds, doeS the. student make, a practice of going back

of.
oyeer

each fence as he or. she= writes, or each -paragraph, or not until e-.

piece? "(Or does-he pitshe ack over it at all?)

I -Wfia:care the..major breaks pauses).in the writing .process? ,EVO-es the StUde4:loOk

backward ,or:,fOrWard? Is -the student ,Itiinkint. arid .rereading or is .-he-ipr..:she
showing Signs Hof -frustration? (This-Inforinationindicates. teacher -.T.-.

interVention-idlhefOtheeSS aid'the'student student,tfor
tiii if, he orsie because of frustration, the teacher: orpeers might bt
able to help;):-

Can the student stay with each thought in the line of his or her discussion long

enough to developit?

Postwriting

1. Does the student-edit: add, subtract, change around?

2. EYots the student proofread?

While. the -product can be evaluated -,and inferences about the successful use' of the
pr.-6ce.SS.e.an-be_draWri,'ttlere is no .dOubt- that teacher intervention at various stages of the_, :. various
*titiheprocess is' mare effective .: /than: de . , .solely with the prodUct.. If there is.

/
something wrong with:the product,,change the rocess!



ANALYZING THE STUDENT'S WRITING PRODUCT

Rhetork:al_Task

L Db-es-the-stildent-unde.rstand the directions?
2. .DOes the- student recognize the rhe-tcirital--airrti--loi-example,_to report, to request,

to persuade? 1 :

3. Does- the student use the conventions- of the mode, such as letter or report, in

which the'Student is writing?
4. Does the Student have a consistent point of view?
5. Does thestudent demonstrate a sense of audience?

Ration of_Partsto a Unified Whole
Relation of parts to a unified whole: perception of elements needed to develop major

section=
1. Does the sttident demonstrate a general plan of organization or logicalsequencing?
2. Does the student .support generalization with appropriate., realons, details, eicam-

.

3. Does the student include the appropriate level Of generalization (abstraction) and
exclude irrelevant detail? ir

Does the sttident. denionstrate coherence through_ the.use of judidouS repetition of
key -wOrds, control of pronoun reference, as well as maintain log,ical tense and

mood?

Sentence Structure /Syntax .

Does-the sitideni demonstrate an awareness of the options :aVailable <to : vary en=

tence structure? (To fully answer this . qiiestion sVe.ral.sarilples.-:d the student's
writing areTequirecL) -

Is the sentence: structure free of errors? (e.g. unintentional -fragments, ,comma
splices,Inflectional errors)
Are , all the-- sentences short and chop15y, or ire.::. they long and stringy with

coordtnate conjunctiont?

Word Choice

1.
2.
3.

Does the student use vague language-instead.of clear---ConCrete langUage4
.Eidel'the studefit uie-wordiiaccuratelyOr form thenii incorrectly?
Does-the -student use aplitrase-or diuse*here :a single vorcl: would be_pore appro-

pilate., ...... :

DoeS'the, Student: ,Mixture. of levels of usage ortri slang)
toOes-; the student's repetitiofi -of 4/or& and phrases' a -Poverty of vocabu-

.

, .

. . -

e:probleMs:ficirti writi and ressureijack.-::

roofreading, or; lack of knowledge
iS:Stite0ed.eofFoeitysifi---andtnei,plaeiln:thepeper) . :

~e there punctuation and fk-abiern?
can be a cbiejoproblerris stir"

--delis :



Student Class
. .

teacher Date

Analyzing .a Student's Writing Product
. .

Itt:T4kS1C-
,

Does e-stricient understand-the-directions?--
-s4fie:::st" idenixe-coignize the Thetorical,alm - for examtle, to report,

to ref:west AO:persuade.-
Does the student use -the conventions of the mode (letter, report) in
which thestuderrt is Writing?
6o15 the student have a consistent point of view?

theStudent demonstrate a sense of atidiencel

:RELATIOKCIE-PARTS_TOialiaFIED WHOLE

- sequencm
2. -Does .-ifii7,;:i*dent support generalization with .- appropriate -:reasons,

examples?
3e

.

s ent: include the :appropriate level of -generalization Fab-
ancFeiclUde irrelevaa

4. ,Does:- dehiohitiatee'oliererie- through the use of 'judicious'

repetition :af key wards,-"`control''-of pronoun. reference, --Well'. as

maintain logiC0,1 tense and moiid?,

SE NtElklCE_STRLteThIRE/SYNTAX

the
- .

student demonstrate an awareness of the:options available
vary : sentence ,stil.ictu-re? fully answer this -.question,,Seieral
samplel'of the Student's writing are required.):
Is the sentence structure free of errors? (e.g., unintentional fragments;
comma splices; InfleCtional erroti)

3. Are all the sentences', short and choppy,' or are they long and stringy
.With'Coordinate.conjunctions?

-,WORD CHOICE

1. .11oeSthe student use clear, coneietiiinguage? ..

DO_--Sthe:StUdent,use words-accurately and forth them corteCtly?
ztlie stildent use a--.S7m416. specific Word. initead -Of .clumSy PhraSei

-or_ - . ,

Does:-the;::student; .demonstrate appropriate level of usage? (formal,
informal, slangy _. _ ;

5. :-Doiii;,:tbes student avoid repetition; of words and
-Voc-

3..

rr_
tioes:the-studenriise appropriate punctuation?

st dui .usecorrect-capitalization?
iting_neatanit legible?





-77AlsiPitYkSC)F:S-411,4PLE-SAIDENT ANSWER

:K151NESS LETTER,Itr.

asklitietOriCeLT.

an -:accurate :-; perception :of the task but,.has not isolated _the

tarp Student does nat inditate inthe body of the letter that a--check is

".

Have student. pr4-tide'task analysis and assignmenti Orally.
:

1,Have stiident'lisfdetaili to include in letter.

Relatioi a Unified. Whole

esti.ident:is- confused aliout businesiletier form:,no te placement of hea
ess; ladeof complimentary cloie and signature.

student lacks logical sequencing of information 'because of inclusion o
event material.-

ave -student 6usmess letter forth by' ping aayertisenierrtt for:free.

arnPhletsand brochures and then sendm&for those that mightinterst him or her.-::
.

Have: student unscramble a list of sentences to errive,at a logical arrangement.

Require 'student to proofread . the first !draft and to draw lines through all
information that does,not telate to the fasi

SeritenCe Structure/Syntax-7-

danimerits

lrssng WOrds,esd.:punctuation-Shovi that -the;student writer doei:not _proofread Or

;catch ;errors in his or tier own The student's' run-on sentences seem to be
'incorrect pu ctuat ion.

C.



The-student uses words Whi Ch. he or ..she cannot. spell ecirrectly--47-meaden"_ for
.:"Friediurii;" "match" foe "-Muth," "haSel." :for "quaperation" for
titin")."

Pair students to.drill on problem worttsirOrrith _

.

Have each, student compile his or her own spelling dictionary, selected from the
student's own writing. . I

Have -students work on letter formation so that words do
because of belRg illggible. I

eAnal spaiin" g :errors according to Mina' Shaughnes7 system (see p. 8 of
-14*k StateiPreliminary Competency Test-in_Writing:Abf.nuatfor -Adininistratoriian

1--ye,

, /
Teach students to proofread first draft "and tip edit the final draft





BUSINESS LETTER #2:24
,f, .i.

.

,

. .
. ,..

....

.s.
- . ,->

. . - .

Comments.

she is somewhat confused about groper form.

:...Rhetorical Task.

_

The student understands ihat. he. ci she must write a business letter, although he or:

.
The student Understands that the item is to bordered for someone else.

The student mentions that a money order is enclosed and -states the amount,
although he or she is confused by the difference between-"plus postage and handling"-
and "including postage and handling." -

.

The student could have received the merchandise ordered.

. _
Suggestions

_
- Duplicate a brief business letter.. Cut apart the headmx, inside acictress, salutation,

etc. Put the pieces in an envelope. Have the student assemble and paste up the
letter correctly.

clip newstiaperiniagatine ads to Which. the student can respond by order.ingl6reey
rrierdi-indis,":sHaVe-forrnat available..to student at alltimes-via model in hisar- r .-

.folderandiValkchart; -...- -, :- - : . - .. .

___-_--- ...,-!.--.1:;,-.-___.---- ' . .

Clip % newspaper/magazine ads, which require '-'a - sum of money- be sent. . Have the
Student orall-...-tkplain the amount of .money. 'iequIr---ed:-.. wheneti the ad states "Rust- :;...--.... '__ _._ - .

1 -ngia-.-apd when it statesinctuding,: postage and lianciling.1! : .. - ---..-..---:::-'.7-?;.7::::.-?;y:...7

. . : .
..

. :._
_ . ..

: -

Relation. of Parts tof,a Unified, Whole _--......-,

Comment _ u

irl.sufficient data

Suggestion , .

- Look at several Sample:siOf:Stiid-ent*Writing. -::

:

Comments

. ..

.

'. ; .

,

.'i-t .;iiiii?'SeCori&tenteli lorattecVliTa
- t at e.,.end co e::....,,,,....,..,.., ...,:...........,.-.

4sente-.,-,:enc.,,Ithe'::Thirclentence4S,-.: .,,
.,:. :',- ' .,..:.::',.: 2.attUalIP;4:tagnent.._t 4the

iw.ttaac-
t- h:-.

.i Is pr. 7' .S;I wow : : ;complete

ent;e:4-aimwsti ' ok e ,c.,u '-er:P0Mcar,1 ..... ., A.,:t- .-:.,..-. .,-.-
' ,,y,...,.y ...,...,* ....4..,.. ' "C-4...- ,,,." ,,,',-....Z.--' `-: .V..ietiii "v±Z*Od6at.i:et..the

'edin% '4".:3- IS-74X; '
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StniCrintWf------45faj'Cori#&te,sentence.:,:-. owever,lhikttext,.1, ,41nuted- oao '
.,,.-,
.4,..,......4,4soralinzitzx ...--,,m:.-,-,1,,:t,,..,,.....tg..g;---.....Avt{t 4_34.., :,...7-,.i-i-10.c41y5Fz -i1,...,.....5.,,,,- -.;,,,,-''

----,x-0-?,,47,.., ,,..5
..,-....

.....

. ''% ...-. .
.i. 7-44" .:.:......,..- 055E;.r, '''''' "...=

7.t`:..,- , 'IL7."
-..;--;',0,2iAt,,,A.;
'''' ..'Z' '''ii"4;.: ...-% . 4,113, .....0 .....,.; `,.fr -......t.'

-'''. 1'ef.S7'.
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Ask the student to read the text aloud to teacher, stopping when the sudent feels
he or. she has come to the end of a sentence.., Ask the student-to 'Art the end
purpuitioniwhere he or she feels the sentence ends. Have the student work with a
parper, each one reading the other's writing aloud and working out problems caused
by lack of proper-punctuation.

.(See also noteunder Pkiechanics" for other use of student's reading aloud.)

Mechanics

4pelling problems are evident, and May be attributed to several possible causes. The
word,"ordor" is misspelled twice, and the:studen apparently was unaware that the
-Word "ordering" appeared-in-the text and could,have.been used as a clue. The.same

_ifs true of the word -thandirig,"Vhich could have been 'clued from the text. "Ordor" is
areritly a Phonetic misspelling. "Handing"- may be a proofreading error, or may

be_the result of a Piiickunciatibn error.- The lack of. "s" on "your" in the closing may
be `the- result of a pEonunciation error, -lack' of knOwledge of the tonvention, poor
priyafreadingi or unfamiliarity: The reversal of letterS in "turly" may'be the result
of the student's unfamiliarity with the "look" of the written word. The student may,
simply not "see what he or she has written. Omission of the "e" in "plase" :may be
due to the same cause. '
Punctuation :,problems resulv-from7the-iitident's apparent, unfamiliarity with letter
conventions:' The -Comma is missing between city and state in bath heading ana
inside address, -and-also after the closing. The lack of end punctuation was
-mentioned earlier.

.

The student. seems to use- capital letters arbitrarily. This-is most probably due to_
handirritiiighafits. The student favori Printing rather than cursive writing, and may
not be aware that he or she is using capitals and lowercase interchangeably.--

-The penmanship is legible.

Suggestions

Help the student to observe himself or herself as a speller; i.e., to catalog, and
"narrow dowd" the types of errors 'made. Show the student how to enter each
word:in. altst whiCh- shOws-the correct spelling; the incorrect spelling written
by the_student; andthe nature of the spelling error. For.exaMple:

J.
Error Explanamod

-ordor . erfor letter substituted
tiariding I letter omitted

rulur letters reversed



*.

After the student .has cataloged about 20' words, help the student to discern
_

any. patterns thatemerge. .

1. It a. spelling rule can be applied, show the student how to apply it.

\?.. If the student misspent due to pronunCiation problems, help the student
to hear correct pronunciation by dictating a short passage that incorpo-
rates the words.

-the student seems- to have difficulty "seeing" written words accurate-
ly, teacher should indicate at -the end of a paper the number of
word isspelled and hints about the types of errors.-- The student would
then try\to find and correct the errors.\(Adapted from Mina Shaughnessy, Errors ano-txpecuour on)

Punctuation:

The missing commas in this piece of writing are those commas which are part of the
letter=writing convention. The\student may be :given a model letter- with fhe
appropriate :punctuation indicated,iefl. Each time, thepstudent writes a letterOhe

\Inodel should be consiiltelki (The co mas at the end of .east lirie of the inside
address Dare a carryover fror7the text and should be pointed out as such.)

el p thestudent become aware. of the ina
tiim'or,.her read the text*,'aloud ane
underlihing them. (The ;student .may

beid

capital letters.) -Then. aslt, thisitidedt-to explain

ropriate :use -of capital ;letters:: Have
whiCh letters should be -.capitals by

that he or' the is Using so many
en a capital letter is necessary._

.. _

Have the student read hit or her letter-aldud;- :No a whether the-student ,"read
words

s"

w 1h'ch are omitted If this is the case have r udent work Witil a peer who.
reads his or her-writink aloud word by wordso the stUde can.:be Made- aware of the
need for careful proofreading.

. .



'ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHING LETTER WRITING
0

Keettu ers of,,-cne orI-flare acCept.able-busirsess letter forms on view. As often as t.

possible, ve:)StUdents'iwrite real letters in-connection with:classliOrk, sending 'for --=-

free. -rriate0atti.askintliii iiiforthation, and the like: Have .:students -check rough

driftSwith the-poster 'before Writing and mailing, the JAWSfled letter:"- ,
HaveSiudents write real letters to sports figures,.movie stars, Ann LAnders, etc. .

1ceea.:co 0c:tier:, of Mail-order:catalogues in your classroom.;: Have students use the

catalogues to ect _and:Ordet correct business letter form. :-.-After

collecting another .day Each -Sttident now

beccitnis. writei'rePly letter to explain-that _the item is out of
-.,correct: business letter form. -(To, OU4iffiallty have

student ."firm" fise the original catalogue ta_suggestan alternate ztem.).. On another
day-,-,haii_itudents Vriter.4.-__Ietter of:complaint the firm because the item they

ardrefed tiainarYet arrived.-

.'/ To he10.zsfiidents- who appear not to understand the'difference,- clip:ffiei.vspaperitnaga-
zineiat**Iiith-'7kectuiFe'a"i* of :money be sent : Have tffi student Orally eXplain: the

-..,.atiiiiiixt of money, required Wheri,:the-,ad States,"plus-pastage and: handling' and when

states:
I. , ._

it in- bdin :ptiStage and handling."
.

. ..

Divide- students , dups.; -Have:i.each. group des- :e, etterheadvfor4;different
. : fictitious:--carn _..:(13±0Vide samples from reaL,-.compatiieS.) :!i-4yei,eiCh4Trs.a*.

itanSteri In--am -A :dtto master._and:run offa2:feiiiiheeticitieTeCh.Atta.=,::.-Have:::-_.,-,*-.
:.64-Ch;group.write-.burlies-s-Jetters to. other grouPs"i--7orders,:-Complaints,inquiries; -.etc;,

Each letter. must:receive one appropriate reply. ' : ..
: ,

wt.. students '-'itiselect-.a "kelp Wanted" -ad from the newspaper and from the -

'Info.cF14ikonr;ii*e!!'19 *rite-1etter af aftpliaition.ior4thelab:::ASia:Ara4atibiiiokltie..;.
idea; Irbiitthe iiifaiinatiiirliv:in in the'"ilitp.,Vaiited"--ad,'",:have.4herstiidefit-di*,

.: detaiks..whiCh'Aekrff* thelah; and in another-115-i record the qUAlificatiOni. required

for -:the jOb. Have the student use these two listitaf,writeA.:repart: describing thejah.
aol:tholuali.ficaiions needed toe the job_;Share the rpOr- .v.fith:.the tlai.... CorrIpare;:

0,-6,y6Ficit sin*, the: original ad to &termine whether.2411 necessary iiir6611 4tiIcovias:





ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE STUDENT ANSWER

RSPORT #1

.
R

hetorki-Task

that to write the Mr- Fullermuste
inter iewer4 howeyer,-the _point
tamed. StudnitoeS'rof keep his or er au

- _

Have :student ,w3im the report. :for- one audience such as the Social 'studies class.
TlierChaie- the- student-change theja6dience, perhaps writing a regort for the school
neevspaper. Writingior...iSPeC4ic audience influenceS word.choice; toni,-choiCe
of example, and even Method-of -Organizafion.

Relation' Of Parts to a Uniiietillhole

Sttider-it'is not able to organize the information given br grouping detailsminder
eralizations, but merely goes down The list of details- as- Presented in the

_quEstion. The Student soon loses any control of the material.

Suggestions

Give student practice in organization; number. the eitemi in Order of ifiten
use- _in,-the-report, or select main topics and the supporting details, arrange
iternsZby:e.timeline-= first,..,secanc4 third.

:

Have stuMnt work-with devising categories;: e.g., using objeti-tt-withinithe classr-oom,
the StUdent should Classify The objects under different categories- such as color,
shapei, .Size. and function- Have -Stu-dent write a' paragraph. for eech.category, -
justifyingthe claskliczadon of objects in that-Category:

. .

...Use ``Have student list and organiie the of the picture. Show

wstudent how different types of organizetion using the same' picture are necessary.for
different purposes; for example, sim, description, cause and effect, narration.

Have student ritoose one prirpose and write the report. Have student rewrite the.
composition fora: different purpose.

-student's _words-areliMited to those used in the qiiestion. which may indicati
-problem-.



Suggestion

Many samples of the student's writing should be examined to determine what
specifk word choice problems prevail.

omment
oft

' Sentence Structure-Syntax

There is one rdn=on sentence, one fragment, and a final garbled sentence. There is

little variation in.sentence structure.

Suggestions

Use sentence combining exercises.

Have student imitate a variety of sentence patterns.

. Devise exercises in. sentence combining from. -students own writing.

echanics

- Comments

Spelling errors are limited to the homophone *their" for "there", and 4to-1enghi" for-

"length." Capitalization errors occur in "nile" and "tut", even though these are
correctly capitalized in the question. There is a punctuation error in "King Tut's
tomb." These errors may be due to a lack of revision and proofreading...

Suggestions

Encourage students to help each other revise, edit, and proofread:.

Have -student read the paper alOud. This will encourage closer attention to the
paper for proofreading.

Pair students with spelling problems and have them drill one another. Include-

hbmophonei.in







. Comments

Word CliOice.

The'stuceitt confines himself or herself-- fairly closely to the language of the
eicereise, but does add comments of his or her Own

The tone-aid-word_choice are suitable to this tyPe of report.
, . .

in?..te!!!they.'!.intrivii=sentences..- This is:probably due to the
-iteiieiatited.miheyr rather than- riot understar.ding the, subject

.. . ..
1 .."

Hive.
reco

its
- , :

ts but:neglects iiid punetuatron, .5;thUS

Igitipg'1:theirt)PrOssibrvi 5 sente

-
There; is :varlet ' m the sentence SieriCttirei with the stu nt _eveti-:-addint one trirect

-*.ciiibtatiOn-andfone,indirect qucitatioil:,5.TheStUderit alSO'Usesi:doiiipoundlsenterides and
complex,sentences.. : -

_ .
Have-Studiiti. read' his: or her work aloud; to indite -the end of_rea
sentence. Then have the, student insert end punctuation where needed;

Praiifk :the. student-41.th, a 'passage that- lacks end.;.punctuation- and initial.

missingcapitals: Have the-Si:of:kid insert :punctnation -*"

:;_co-mniehts;t
.`,;:a

-dye-:

,-



The. student:does -not 'know the standard Way for writin AemFeratuteand 'did not
take adVintageotit4iiience-in the; text to copy if. :,(100

There is one error in agreement "there:is so many interesting historical places .. ."
.

Spelling -4-(a) "3 week in Juirtis Most' likely aproofreadin g error since other plural
words:ere properly written. 031_"temparature°' is-probably a cowing error; since the
wora -413ears'in.-the fest (c) "Climed- " and "unfortch' uley" are probably attempts to
spelr phone. ticaly., (d) "frist" is a -commonreversal error.

Suggestions

eves student prepate 'a chart of capital and lower° case _litters to make sure that
dentknows, difference ,. between. them: Also have a -wall mart

Insfit. on capitals for the beginning..,of a sentence, the word "I," and for Prolper riOun.s.- -
While the pupil 1144evising his. or her papers, have the pupil's own letter-chart
available fOr reference..

. -
Have 's-tuapit_reraci..

l

or pausing where he Or she t h k ,each
tence-ends. seC

studentend punctuation. Showthe -oh

Explain ihek16egtionand use. Have -60***
tom-shoe,which, is: being tilec-on a.nil the foot:',i

fit, etc. .

Encoutage:stUdent to Copy_ paSsages: asT:tar
nonse:ri*--sentekice.S:-Andipr,1*Ens.:so.That the;Student-hiu,_

.. .. ---

Tlie.i.ertorin...agr4nnent probably resulted ,.,:eilisleiciVe-Y-..

Give--.1:heiiiiidente series ot pictures' owinisir! ,:sin tikr_iiiil-ii- .___,

_

-,.spicreiiiikalij_Stifte:"There-C .;:ea aVe-';:thOsttidermw _:ar `brig

. paragraph ,-- ut: one. of ,t ezpictures---usincat-ileast..two;s4ritences;;beginrun .T-
..,-..---.----,..---v--,, -t,' ------1. -

2- --.*..-!).,.'di-i-ni,-;.,'

Z -..-s-kw...,..,%.,,'.!."::.

amain ...

gelled
*.--' .-

words er. e.or:s
r.,:-."'.-ftl,-,;: -'.',:c-i-7..--*A1,* , ." ,!''''' -:'1,1'''.'-

, . ,..2,-,.:, - - . .7.,

..: ...:-. .i.r.,,,,...\-;....<
. -.'



ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHING REPORT WRITING

:For ttiose Stadent.s `,;who have difficulty visualizing ..the relationihip of pzrts to the
whole, the folloWing &cherna.might be usefuL

Report

1. What is the topic of this report?

2e For vrhom is this reiiort-interided?

3: What is ptirpose:of thig;repbrt?

. What is one main idea ofttus report?

5. List any details that relate to this. specific idea.

6. What is another main idea of this report?

List any details that relate to thii specific idea.

an e information in this report, what conclusion Can be reached?

.



Put each fact in a series of facts on a file card; Ask studentS to arrange (organize)
the facts physically by-main ideas and details; After checking the organization, ask
students to write the report., Over a period' of time; several packs of cards with
different information could be- accumulated' and students assigned to work with them

On an individual basis; This activity is al-SO SUitable fbr scierice and social Studies
Classet,Or any class in'which report writing is appropriate.

Divide the Clats into igroups# Each group is to plan a different consumer report; for
example, comparing the various types of tiambUrgers available in the area, or french
fries; malts; ice cream' cones, stindaes. Give each group a printed-.consumer report
as a model; Have each group plan how to gather and organize the information.
Discuss the various ideas for gathering and organizing; The students can then go on
to actually gather. the informatiOn and Write the reports; making a consumer

botiklet. ,
11Ig

Ask the students to pretend to be a detective who must make a report to the chief
about a "missing person." The student is provided with a picture of the individual.
who is "missing." The student must observe the ,picture Carefully and then list all
the details poisible. The details should then be grouped into categories and a plan of
organization developed. Finally, the Student writes the report to the chief and
includes all the. relevant information which has been compiled.

5. Ask the student_to pretend to be a building inspector. He or she'inust write a report
about unusual buildings or structures which have been visited. The "inspector" may
select a structure from : -a story; real experience, or imagination and then write a
report to his or her "boss " 'about the unusual. building..

. ,

,Exampleu the gingerbread houte in Hansel and Greta
the three.houses in the The Three Little. Pigs
the dwelling of the The Old Woman Who Lived in a Shoe
Tarzan's tree house
a real building on which the student has done research

It may be pos=sible to gerfrom-a-city_office the form that a real inspector uses;

Prepare a box of objetts which might conceivably be a few
-foreign coins; # bit of tape from, a miniature tape recorder; a'biof exposed film, as--
well a.s,some mundane items such -as matcheS, button, etc. Tell the students, "A spy
has been captured, but refuses to talk.: HoWever, the-cOntents of hig (or heirpockets.
are in this box. What deductions can you; as counterspies1 make, from. -these
objects?" Have students jot dowritheir deductions and then write a: report to their
spy master.

. .

. Collect travel brochures cksCribing various vacation or tourist areas. Haire students
read several brochures about 'a "selected place; have them mike a list of detailt
about the loaition and 'the 'attractions. Have Students use the listto .write reports:
about their selected places which they.will read to their classmates. Letter writing
could be combined with= this..ictivity by having studentS write to the .Chamber of
'Commerce requesting Jnfcirmation about 'other attractions in the sarhe area
Persuasive writing .couldibe-cOmbined.with -this activity by having students write to
friends to persuac them to go to-the same place for a vacation.'
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-1 ANALYSIS OFTSAlvIP4E.STMENT ANSWER

PERSUASION. #1 -

ent unde" rstands _thatfthe mrouf&task is to- state one way to-unprove School
life-and-then to:sup/Sart that Suggestioii:with tWo reasigWThote the numbers 1" and 2).
HoWever, the stiident really has-onlyone reason:: ThetstUdent does have a sense of
the principal as audience, but does hOr.atteMpt to pertuide-theprincilial.

.SuggestiOns

Have student do an oral or written task ana.lytis ofassignments befdie beginning the
assignment. '.

- .

Have students who have difficulty- in persuasive -arguments rewrite each other's
composition to make them more persuasive. . ,

, s . ,
Relation of Parts to a Unified- Whole

The COMpositiOti. lacks .a general. plan'of orgahlzation.

The student .needs work: in developing pAragraphs 6y us'ing a-:generaltzatioll as a topic
sentence WhiCh is:thenSpported=by details, reasons, or example&--=.-

.The student 'needs help with apRropriate-transttion.-_,,

st ent needs help to-excitide'repetitionsand irrelevant detail.

Suggestions.::':

or her own akfipositiciri*lier :written.
ct-beztiiiigeti

vet



Sugiestice

teak at other exiiiiiiles--otstudent% writing.

gases lace
pronoun

Suggestions.'
- -::r: 7

ifii4e.;;Student read-_
complete

ws: of, sentence; sense, containing many fragments- and
ilet&senteithces."";StiiiWnt needs help with problem-of vague
suNeat is missing.in several sentences.

composition aloud and insert missing subjeets and other words

Have`StwierriiiiiOrk m=pairs,, reading- each other's compoSitionS' aloud in order to,

aseciYer lack`Of PtinctiAtiori=

Cive-a small grd-up of stUttenti with similai priiblemS a list of fragments. whl-ch they
will expand into full sentences.

Use Sentence combining exercises.

1,1.e. spilling errors: "cfurring," itdifferents," "to," and, exieen may be a lack

of proofreading and revision. Punctuation errors are related.to The lad( of sentence
sense.

Suggestions

e Students rewrite:their compositions.i.in ariout ways for different audiences,
encouraging more revision:and-p-rOafreading-

. .

ve sttideTnts rewrite- and expind eater 'Citherrs compositions to a specified hum

of words :=Have the original- writer. coMpaie versions.
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ANALYSIS OF SAMPLE STUDENT ANSWER

--PERSUASiON12

Rhetorical Task

The student,Seems-tbOderstand-the direedons. The student realizes that he or she
must make some kiaod:A stateffient and give two supporting -reasons: The student
dott;thii even to.itieextent--,'of isalcitiikiltis-ozher:nstiggettion'!and following itwith
two:-. clearly ;:labelecl-"rectiolm" The--,student --1:1--tRcierstands that he or she is
supposed to pertiiade someone in authority: that his or. tier-suggestion sound.. The
Studgit isTconsisterit in his or tier point of view, always re _-taming the_ first person

PtirsPeStiv!;.-
Suggestions.

--, ''' - , . ,

. -., __ - , -- --. - -.
_ . ,This student seems -to-have-an uncle g of what is expected. However, it might

further-atsistAthe student to underline e operative parts of:the-task.. The student_

.'-'d*-rive- -further confidence and euthoFity from the use Of schema such is the
one fors Ind on page 42.

,. -,..

. -
_____

.

Relation a.Unified Whole

student starts out with what he or she believes to be a suggestion for improving
sehq-ol life; If there were less violence, students W'Ould'Ille school better:'''Howeiier,
he ot.'she-doet. not dui sure this suggestiOn with two logical` reasons. showing haw or

students -would iXe-Sthoolbetter if tfiere were,less.°Viiiiineinitii e or she
givei as his or 'her-fitif."reascin" a phiIosoptucai evaluation shat ;fighting is `stupid.;.
The second "reason ", s that some students skip aasieecie-ciiuse they don't -want to

t. or she has shifted or her fbas.from oaghtingn ia--'Si-kipping." 'The first
4/1) is a series of generalizations without -details; the second

paragra (Reason . #2) is a series without a generalization. The student
realizes that he-or she supposed to work: a specific framework; what he or
she' doesnst-understand;-hoWever; is how this:. The student lackt the ability to
slate a clerir thelit and-tievelap his or.her reasons based_on_the_stated thesis.

..Use- of a Simple outline might prove helpful to thisltudent. 'First, the student should
write a-.setftence stating .what, liis =or,' her suggestion is. Then he or -She-should--

. underline: and 4thus isolate' thy- word' or words that encompass the essence of 'his or
her:suite- s-tron.. for, > example: TSchool life would be better. if there' less

she,.should _then be aiked so write one _sentence,for each of two
reasons-,w hikInleiiIightingwwould improve school Use of the sehema on-page 42
migfitprovelielpfaL
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:. - Sentence Striicture/SittaX-.

:.:...

''''',.stu.a011--*:-:;Cts.--:-.

:''se'!-1- ligs: "1.n:'g61e41'
- .'--

tence, structur- T..usin_grcompoUnd and tomislik sentences and
virving. ''' -.1peginni e' f seems..-to have_ fair&._good

a
t to fie

-4enjell .: l'.1:ma ,.--- .....".' _=___::.narries,:-"_"agg al erit: error; "Some
StOck,tit.itki " The steident's-difficulty i.vi'th.inf' lectional- endings*d.I.vith,agreement . ,.P-- - -. - -'TnaY; be- due. :sfo.careless ;proofteading. Several saMples.. . ..,.
examined in-order to make a tiefermination,

The °teacher :should,:hote. the .student's . speech pattern fo .see .iihether the student
fendS'tor.drop..'the endings of certain words speecli. An exercise the teacher:, may
wish to. to Student readA.piece of his or her own writingirifo;*a tape,/
recorder ',After. 'listening to the,fapef. if the :teadher .finds_ inflectional -problems,:
teacher shOUlit*.note iherWend &Seuss them with thelskudent..-The'recbrdin&shoUld

.plaileeb-kk Fser'the.i.StOdent.:dan...liiteri .for theliplaces.";where _he. or she omits
inflectiOnaPenc*gs:._,Then. the -.SYtudefrt ,shoUld-be:ziyiisj1 the opportunity to revise the
pzifiet;:iiii:ft-ape:ibe.piece once more, noting'` especially the proper pronunciation of
inflectionarendings; -ics. A li

COmmerits

Word. Choice

._..- .
. . . ..-.

- .. f : -. . _

lade::**0**t.:1:ti6uid, ade7aivare.ofx4fferences.m.levels,:of.:usageN.p.rovitling:4ith
.1iiii.7: i*of:*.iiinitiaitSint::'leyeLs:and.2,heiilirk.:111ii1:-.0r.'hecAO,krtScoirer ''

__. ...._ . ....-. n -

ei iir 1 76ilikart 0 1..14.:t4 r1)1: ± :-..tilen:tie,,*tercledi444,:i*i..YZeal: brief .

... . _.

erent,audience.,
-:'-,7,, , '%--_..---.1:-.
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Point= out-'
docile `iieg

<,/ tense - vs ng

Comments 'K

,t the;:cOnventionS:2,Of standard American English do not provide for a
oi"-7the Student OrallYexPlare Several ways to rephrase the -sen-

negatiyes :C'orrectly; Have the - student select the way - that most nearly

or tfitT.,wahisirid_rewrite -tbi-Sentenee.

.Mechanics

While- there are numerous spelling error be -groukd so that a pattern'

i einergiThestri t obi,tiously has crkffiCulty with reversals (yictonce,-pw..on;%:,,,,,,

dose ' iii&alio tendsto-inisspelL phonetiCally---tAisSpellings probably accurately

HrilleCt udent's erroneous pronunciation (Scartiscared,. beaf /beat, .Way1why).

Thelpwen- adveciising May lie seen in the:spelling-koolle.g: KOO1=Ade,4Sool ciga-

rettesi.: ...., . ,

laCkof.proo readirig skillkii:also evident (tatogether,thay, sdiori):

The -s'etiderrt, mtS rather: uses cursive--script. addition; the siodent uses

cariitzili and -lOweiciisehaphazardly, al i ugh certain letters seem generally to be

capitalized in initial poSitiont F, P, B, .
Suggestions

F'rovide the student with, crossword puzzles, anagrams, Scrabble. Have .the student-

trr to Make-shorter Words from a longer Word. Have the student-make uppuzzles
using his or her own.spelling"-word&

improve as the Student'Szawareneis increases. Give the 'student, the
orm-andtape original and/or piepareilmateriale,:placing empha

Student -and -teacher -cltstuss tape for one aspectf e;g.,
,'",12si_dj,pronounce all the endings of. MY.: Words?' or "Did r, pronounce, the words'

correctly?"

Time should beset aside forproofreading_after the-Steicrent has, revised. each piece of

writing.-.Studeni should. proofread5-for one of error at a timef'64--, capitals or

end punctuation.

::zo-'
The student Should make a _chart showing capitals and loWercate letters and shoidd

have it 'readily available; A_wall chart should also be available. Student should

concentrate on capitalizing "I".!the firit word in a sentence, andproper nouns.



ACTIVES 'FOR4E4CHIN. G:-PERSUASIVE WRITINO,

A ...strategy toftssist .students`' in determining a position and identifying supporting
detailk: Studenii 'put spokes in each- wheel --- each spoke is a supporting detail'
Creasan) for a ppsition. A

The positioning of the spokes as well as the number of spokes should help the. .student

organize his thinking and-position.
. .

. .. _...



For those students who lave;,difficulty visualizing the relationship of parts to the
whole,-thetfollowing ichema might be use.ful.

Persuasive-ComlioSition

Statement of Opmioni

)

Statement of. Reason;

Exiimples of Reasom#1:

-1.

Statement of Reason #2:6

Eicamplifi ofReason #2:

1.

2.

\

Have.-stUdents role -play different people who "ght burying to persuade' a 'specific._
41Faudience; for example: .

A shOw-Off trying to 4mpress the principal ..'with his or .her huge vocabulary:
Student ihOtild,uSe ass manyrO-ScriPtiVe .Words-as: possible.

studentwho is- sciehtifieally oriented who us, words sparingly but precisely.: -

student` who ro" of "hisis or ,..,:knOwledge-Of big vocabulary words.





O:corn

..

ierice in the Formulation of an-Opinion

an effective peisgasive letter

Prewrittng= Activities:

students to bring in- what' they !)ePey_! is a
D

letterv,an z develop a of criteria .for
effect veci s of such reit -. (Clarity of expression, logical

t.;

-Writing:Activity:

-EiChstuiliiiii selects one topic of his or her..0_41dioice an writes:
a "Letter to the Editor" of` the 1::iewspaper. (The ariclience.
and then. be

ostwriting Evaluation and Dis-ciission:

Teacher seletts ten best letters and presents nnthnl to

. - -

evi :determined
e.rpthe.: class ects the one=letter to send .ntO".1:.

11

.teacher
=

/phone

;call .:Home,
.ouxan-;_.*.ye 'tea

oecause ou'z. ans-5'15t1)91is
' and ..a.1:tteil;..,a114

=half:t But if
'rease°.:°

wl you will not
write a reason:tht _will

be convincing to the .rest' the.'group; vtao = will read_ from :P01nt
view:..

;=,-,: 7=-7,-:r:



ACTIVITIES AND--STRATEGIES

'ties:: and,
a

ManYsof:the-activ.1 led by members of-the Burta
in this have been suggested by

. . .gt- u of English-'E °thers
.tiee.ntsadirfarlaufromwo°rthe1611°i° Ps d-Part4CIPan sources _many ha:4 been devised bymembers of the Bure am..-have

tinderstandiu Directions

Have'tWe student read an assignment andlewrite it or retell.it in the student's own
word& Have the Student explain- :the assignment to another student The second
student:is to keep = questionirig until he or she-felssconfidentof-what-to do.

2: Have student -analyze instructions by underlining key -wordi and discussing their
agglicatiort:to. the tasiz. This Analysis should be applied to Zither_ assignments as

as writing assignnients so- that the student the -habit of analyzing
-

_Halle students compife a glo-ssary of essay question. terms defined in,their --own
words; Corripam -contrast criticize; ;46.firie, dekribe,, diagram, diseus&
enumerate, evaluate; explain, illuStrate interpret, justify, list, outline, pro4e,
relate, review. (See page 49 of :Right.)

Have _task read alcAid. Brainstorm for:generating ideas arid=5'apPideaches:! Have
sTudents-eniake a "jotted list" of possible 10eas to bi- inanded in their written
response. ',Have students arrange items ina list sothat related ideas are together....

. DirecestUdenti-to elithinate irrelevant ideas.

5. -student did not fellow directions for a task, ask hitryor. her to-write the .

instructions for the task he or:She did-do. -Have the student comparetthese with the -_

students- visualize..the .reiliiirements.of use of -.a: box
Or'exatriP* assume thatithe,,task-::-requirek students to suggest one= change:
of an to ve two-rest- the=mange. -?he st_ ents:.are4ecinir774.to

suppoct each **tin
- - :

-Sugteited-Change: SiaresCii'°asp dater.
.





. .. .

angepapers'-iand-,..diScuSshoW the results differ because of
ed--audienceandPUrpose. - . t,. , .1

,.,,,,,..... . : ::::- ;-:. ."- : / :/
ilsing..-ConveitionsOf the-biOde: Leiter, Report, Perspasion,: etc.

posters::ot-One or.i ore: acceptabletbusinets/ letter -forms posted in the .
aam. every possible opportunity hive tiudents write real

letteiiihati:for example; -askfor or ree materials Which-may relate
tii_classwork:.

2.- Have.the.Student interview another studinv=ablauti- *Culer school event Ask
the student .to write the -report, stressing the. interviewee's :point of -view.

. Another possibility is to have the- 'student' intervitifja*ipants of the event:
director, chorus -meinber of the annual concert; player, 'referee,

taker_of a baiketbalL game:
.

3, Have report:4;st! ttnernoi;:.,nevis
. a -

rePort4:2encyclopeckaZtaidlesOnter tternstcomrnon::-
-

,
each .typeOf POrtage."-...Aik ,student=tki choose :::One.,cit- tternS -and write
short report on something

.

.ba S e.d. oilliv or her.. ownknOWlidge:

PrOildezthe students with 'Xamlii of sloga o .entries,
obituarie :recipes; menus Aer?'students have 'discussed sad imitated the :

enjoy hum'orOlti modes. Ali
interesting class disPlay:cou/dresult. .:



Discuss with. The stUdents the ways' in which these accounts would differ:-Elicit
the factt.that uror aioic selection of detail, and pattern of organization
convey the -attitMe and purpose Of the aCcount. Then have the students write

'each account. Duplicate salnples and have the students evaluate them for
effectiveness in developing. point of view.. ,..,

t

2. Provide an actioh phdtograph and' ask students to write an eyewitness account of s

The incident Discust the resulting accounts _Air consistency of point of view.

3. Have the student describe a specific place frbm the point of view of
inanimate object in the place. such es:

The interior Of erefrigera.tor frorrr the point of view = of a quart of milk
The inside of a dresser "drawer from. the point of view.Cif a sock
A schoolrOom from the point of view of the pencil sharpener

an

Have students check each other for consistency, asking such things as "Could this

be seen (smelled, felt, heard) from .the-perspective of the milk bottle?' "Does
_

the writing: stay..: in character?'

Have students write compotitions on /the same thing from two different points of .

-view. For example: -

AbOut the we'll in "Little Red Riding Hood" from the point of view of a wild-
animal lover and from the point of view of the wobdsman

About a certain' food from the'point of view of a dietitian and_ from the point

of view of someone- who hates to eat that food .

Discuss the c.harigesniade when the point of view changed. Discuss

ways of keeping internal consistency:
-*

5. Develop a skit. (From 'Long Island Workshop, 1978)

A. Prewriting Activity:
__L_____teacher_writeskitinvolving a conflict.

2. Students act-=out skit as class observes.
3 Teacher describes how ;he or .she perceived the scene.-- The teacher

represents omniscient point of,yiew.
: One' Student who performed: .describes what happened. Student repre-

sentsitrit person-point of view.
5. The class de:scribe-swhat happened. T y represent third person.

.

6. Way to make purpose and audience :

erHow else can this situa t be presented?
Ex4imples elicited might be newspaper articles, short story, witness

_ account in a trial, drama, poem, monologue. -

Then cliscuss how the .deseription might be changed by using various formats..
Match-Up various format- with points of view, bridging up terminology-at this

time. '--

13: Writing ActiVity:

1.1. Write the SitUaticiri from two ..crifferent points of view, using. two

;different formats.



, A tatiom--;: Crhi-sticercise could be performed_ at ahy. iev
sChoOl. Use novels' instead :

studerif-wi-
. be. iden

_effeetiShOUld4i4-.--

aret.op,ted and diStribut iniS of view
;students. Difference `in mood, yocabillaiyi..,

Beniethi citing a wise atthilienCe
-; --

1. Provxde-asrnany- opc
to an elderly rslativ

es

;Unities :as. possible for-writin,g for 4 real audience:- letters:
a. cousin, to the .princi to the: editor. DiSCUSS--the

writer nitist make for different audiences: See that theletteri are
:or`delhered. f=.

r.

. ents. write a1 story kinder
and adults. lUie:sitidintkeiplairfhovithe;Sio

3.- "Have students
I. .

write of an
for :their:,friiii4-,-:.-ZelfStagentS. that:the: le?.14.0ts:-.':rheit_-:

versions of the r:incident grid ;ll
find. - Discuss =tale influence of audience on.diction, emt-ha0.%stp*-pur:pos. =

Have studentif write- :letters asking .fOr;: advice- :on ,a teal ynagihary problem
perienced by ...ttiemselveS; frierids,:tTielativerperhatis even by characters in77

comic strips or _news . ,ZipP.Licate.;=theletterS-and,*-
.1as,,Iiikititiff*ts to choose :a:letter and write 'the respatise4;::

*rite tiedde *he ther. the- tetpOnseiS apPropilite and._4p `'-rea-seihS f6t :the
-decisiom

n class, 4th grade, 7th grad
edfor'each audithce.

rents' and

-srOki





first?

Sample.#2

Details
Who did it?
When? Where? Why?*
How?

_What bakieneese&iiid? Who did it?
When? Where? Why?
How?

What - happened thira?\ Who'did it? -
When ?. Where? Why?
How?

What hapPenedila4?
_

Who did it?
When? Where? Why?
How?

9. Have - two students' sit back :to back. One :student eacarntes an object and -

describes it to a second student, who attemptt -to draw the objeCt from the description.___
The first studerit-will need to use words to indicate direction, transition, and appropriate_ .

- -

ciideV 904#terigtk.,_

,o

Ldp- - Place' _each

11 ic* OteOp

apatrtits";con

Ao;:arriv- OT.,a 4:retiretuc-''
cards :;tolvrt ege



.

oye 1:40?-sentence paragraphs. Have students write their
iatsititeii-ceS:::_DriciliS,14.ifiltS:±

--. ,- s
Ispray....-avaragraeirthat has irrelevant. material. Have students discuss which

sentences are irr ana-AtThy. . .

3. Take a short. thagazrne article:- Cut the :paragraphs apart Have
reassemble the

- : 4.-,..H0444ttianti*earck,ttirOugtilturrent books to.find word&-and-phritses which the-
authors ui-i-:-:firi?rnOsi/r6n-pone.paragraph54-o the next in a'. srn77.nnth,.

5. a list Of -words-which denote time order, -- such -%-

:

0._..;.:Rf?nund:stUdents4hatthejournalistic.-questionspf.,:whoi -what4-.,whereovhen*Why,...
how can apply to severaL types of:;writing-..atthougk all thequestionszts<not necessarily
answered int' the firsts paragraph when the writing is not a neyspar article. Have

ents answer the journalistic questions orally about :sohle.L-..rriting;thatis., planned. :''
suggest eit.:wards,that might hol e..:answerslosthe

ions together. Make lists of "glue" words on (Examples: -.a.I;o, finally; - in

fact, icir--*caitiPlei'-;on.:ther-0 d;). -F4ve-ttidentstite...--theasSigninetiti. using the
anSWera,±6 the questions :and sam f the words-in the : - .

A of the activity.iis to prepare a claee paragraph and have .stuc!gats2inser
the transitional words. -Another variation would be to have students rewritene-another's .

_

compositions -to j,ineludejigiuer--,words. . . . .

. ,
.7:ii*oi.ccirrecting-arnbigUoUsTionoun referencei direct: students to find ..a_:: replace-

nientVeirtf. for ever)i pronoun used. Have student re-read the pasiag to determine
only one:its;Of !tit"- All Others must

be replaced in rewrmg. . : .

- ._ . .

. t
aking_Generclizationsand_Using Specific Detail -

1. To help studenti.ridot-i-fiake-Teralization in report -Writing, provide students
Have-itiudents1d-whickfacts are aLike or related. Have them group.

la .6% '
eX0151iII..hOW. the items in the group- are alike. Then ask thorn tO

.

:statementivhfcrils.- rt-e---d:by au The facts.7 "
. .

and- the ...limit paragraph severalVe"-^ ents. examine e ea
. _



r--

Discuss-the paragraph and the headlines to find the mai idea.

c. Ask Students to write a lead paragraph of a newspaper article, preferably a

4 real schOol or community event..._ - i .

d.- Have exchange parairaphs and write the1/2heacines for one another's.

paragraphs: -
:. , . t

e. Discuss the appropriateness of the headline in relation tb the main idea or, if

ecestiry, thelack of. a main idea.

3.- Provi& the students with a: number of foreign and/or domestit stamps:7 Have

each student select one stamp, examine it carefully, and describe it in a paragraph. Have

matter student try to pick out that stamp. from among the others in or&r to test the

accuracy and completeness of the descriptipli..

4. To expand a piece of limited vfritin&. help students formulate queitions that

would ckvelop material for an interesting conclusion, for example: H.-a-

*

Did you'enjoy the experience Of interviewing Mr. Fuller? -Do you look forward to

"4.- seeing his slides? WoUld_you. consider taking a similar trip? What more would you

like to know aboni-Egypt? , °

5._- Ask the students to make a general observation based on their own experience

such as "SnowstormS create problems." The students must then illustrate the generalize-

.tic with examples such as "Marvel is difficult,"-Malking is- hazardous."

6. To teach alesson in generating and or_ganizing i&as, eve the students-a' number-

o f pictureSon the same topicve.g., sports, animals, buildings. Have the studenti organize

th-e pictures into categories. For example, the student who-has the set of sports pictures

might arrange them into spectator/participant, group/individual' and so on. The student

lists the sports in each category. Their the student atooses a category and makes a

general- i-faternenfabout wither he or she likes or dislike the sports in that category.

This gen&alization becomes the topic sentence for developing a paragraph.

7; To elicit specific&tails, have students eicamine with a magnifying= glass certain

small objects which youlmye provided. Have them list up to-25 details therdescribe one

of theobjects. sliavetheri include cktailsthat appeal to as .many senses aspossible. Have

the stucFent&cWcide how to orginizeoirtgroup the detail& Have thent_write--a description .

of thekthjitt, using the details dri the list.

8.'" cktails,,haire stcidents -make up survival kits for various purposes:, for

example, a schoti sunnval icit, a minority survival kit, an inflation survival kit, a sailboat

survival kkt.. Have the students organize the contents into categories and write an essay

the necessitS and use each: item.
, .

,

9. '-To elicit detalls,,havestridents work in groups of 3-to 5. Provide each. group With

a picture of a scene. Have them; as a gray, list 2CL25 details that=-they can see in the
.,.., . .

.-

picture. -
.....

. -r.
Then ask them to choose which details they would use if they were:

aj Travel agents.looking for clients

b) Environmentalists addressing a civic group
. _

3 a Prospectors looking for backing,from investors



Discuss not only the of detail, but also the effect of purpose and audience on the

oice of detail.:

Variations: a) Have students exchange pictures and compare lists when both groups
.are finished 'with the second picture. b) Have one group =look at a,picture right side up
and the other upside's:town to see if position varies the details.

:Sentence. Steucture/Syntax

Have the student read his or her composition intoa tape recorder and then play
- :'back the tam to pick = up punctuatiOb errors, or,..in conference with the teacher, have the

student read:the:paper aloud. Often a student4111 'detect run=on.sentences or fragments
itrth*prOtessOf reacani thern aloud.

2. Dictation.IS a useful technique for develoPing sentence sense in those students
ho ramble on=,or iitinctuate erratically. Select an effective passage for dictation which

will consider the_reading level of-your group, but give even more wefghtto the interest
level To+ begirOYpe- thee paragraph eliminating all beginning capitals and end punetu-
ation. .:Give a copy -to: students who- need to improVetheir sentence sense: Ask the -

studerrti:to capitalipe and punctuate as you 'dictate.' Your intonation should guide the
- students so that they knoir when and how to .end the sentence, and when to capitalize to

indicate the beginning of a nevi:sentence. If your students are mord advanced, you_ can
use a more complete clictation in which.the student has to write every word. (Idea from

'WEDGE) ,

3. Give students several sentence fragments to turn into sentences. These rilay*t,
from student writing or fragments the teacher has devised, such as: z .

Bringing one sack each

Don't use peanut butter where

The fire, $preadinifast,
If people were living on the moon,

DiscusS the finished worleas to whether the sentences are complete or-not..

I Ask students to choose one-of the completed sentences and 'use it in a paragraph.

4: Devise sets of ,'cards with part of, a, sentence on one card and the rest of the
sentence on another:- 'Have students find their-partners and togetherawrite a senteme that
could logically follow the orienal one. DiscutS the clues to finding the partners; Discuss

whether the sentences following theoriginal are complete.

5. Divi& the class into five or six teams of six tudents' each. Each student
receives a copy of the same kernel sentenee-C-Vith a set of six .directions lor eipansion.
The first student in each:team. rusties to the team's assigned place at the cilalkbdard"

complete the' first directive; theny.hands- the piececof chalk to the next member of the
-team who is to.f011ow the second directive based on Nvila-t the first student has :written;
andso on for gall the menibers of the team. The last team to finish'- is 'Called "The
Fragments."' For,example:

Kernel-seatencei The-man entered the store.

I. Tell what job orProfesSion the man has:
2. Use two adjectiVes to-describe the man.
3. Ose.a more specific verb in the sentence.

, 0.
54;-

6



. Use tivo-.adverbto explain how. he did the action.
. Tell. what kind -4iNfore.-
. Use two_adjectives to describe; the store.

Poisible_final__answer: The tall,- thin plumber rushed breathlessly and excitedly
into the small, neighborhood hardware store.

Vatiation: -

_Expansiords. (For stu&ntt who catch on slowly_ or for whcim
practice-with a particular structure is needed, the: use of clue words may be desirable.)

.

Kernel. sentence: The girl won.

'Expand to show limy- the won. (by)
2. Expand- to Shay .771h.tch girl won.. (who)

Expand to tell what the girl won. (what) .

4. Expand to describe-what the girl won. (which)
possible final answer: By running much -faster t.han her competition,, the girl who'

had practiced hard won the firtt prize,- which_ was a shining, silver trophy., (Idea from
WEDGE) a

6. Relay Game - (Idea from Tiedt and Tiedt, Language Arts Activities for the
Classroom,

a. Divide the students into two teams.

b. Write a word on The blackboard:.

. One,studeritafa tinfe rom each team comes up and adds a' word,- either
---5F.foreor after the words that are already there.

d. The object is to create a sentence and the goal is .to keep the sentence going.
The team that cannot provide another word for the sentence loses that round.

e. The game begins again With a new word.

7. Have students write one.sentence about a topic. Write two; Write three. Have
them corribine these three sentenceS.. Then have them try sentences about two or more
topics and show the relationship: or-laek-of it between the two..'

Use overhead transparencies of student Work to identify problems in sentence
structure. Have the class suggest a Variety; of Ways to improve' the sentence. After the
oral suggestions have been written,. be sure =to have students read them -aloud. This will
reinforce the requirement that studenis_shotild always read their compositions out loud'
before submitting them.



Sente_nce_Construction Skills

student `is expected to understand and to practice sentence,.,construction skills
t the -writing program. ..Beginning with the basic concept-of-slotting at grade
se skills are reinforced as required at each grade 1611-61. The skills of embedding,

crying tehtencetyPes,-- and:expanding-a sentence into a paragraph are sophisticated and
require a frith &rived through ,practice in the more elementary skills of slotting,

_

expanding, and movability. The followingshould be helpful in preparing materials to. _ .

teach ;:

3 -Elicit words that will occupy the = positions Of key nouns .vcrbs,..and predica nouns
or -acljtives in the basic kernel: sentences; -The- students .:choose appropriate words or

_

synonym-- s from their oral or sight Voc:abulary to-fill in slots or replace existing words atexisting
_

these strategic .places =in the sentences,.,

Examplet: The sieetcAndy tastes good.
sugary . delicious

scrumptious

My friend is a fine athlete.
Pal sportsman
crony runner

2. Expanding

'clear night, the stars thine.
glimmer. --
glow

The snow melted slowly as the dal neared its end.
gradually -.
quiddy

(Adjective)

(Noun)

r

(AdVerb)

,Enriat sentences by the addition of a variety oernodifiers: adjectives, adverbials,
appositives, dependent clauses. The student selects fig or her own words, _phrases, and
clause; and inserts them in appropriate places in.sentences. - -

Examples:
_

.The-Siatue of Liberty, , stands in New York Harbor. (Appositive)
a symbol of freedoni
A national monument.

--_ Scouts .plarned a hike . (Adjective)
older , eagerly weekly in Maine (Adverb)

seven carefully strenuous up. the mountain (Adjective)
(Pre0ositional--- --

Phrase) ^



Reorganize sentences _by changing the placement of movable words, or gzbups of
wordi,. within a sentence. The student decides which placements not only will reflect his

or her meaning correctly, but also will prOduce the -intended emphasis or coherence with

adjacent sentences.

txamples: 1. Colurnbus crossed the wide Atlantic to find a new route cc

2. To find a new route to the Indies, Columbus crossed the Wide .

Atlantic.
I. When autumn -came, our pioneer ancestors had husking bees to
prepare the grain; .

or

2; To prepare the grain,- when autumn Came, our. ancestors _often had
husking bees..

or

3. Often when autumn-carne;-our-pioneerricestors, to prepare the
grain, had husking bees.

Embedding
.

Have the students ntences Into a compound sentence, or

into a sentence in which one_of the original sentOces is-carriedlover as-a-clattser
compound subject or- predicate, a verbal phrase, a noun plifase, a prepositional phrase, an

appositiVe, an asdjective or adverb). The students thus generate a variety of grammatical
structures to enhance style and serve their ptirposes.

Examples: A dilemma is a problem.
The problem has two solutions.
Both solutions are bad.

A dilemma is a-problern with two solutions, both of which are bad.
.

The table is littered with refuse.
The refuse belongs to otheipeople.

-

The table is littered with refuse of Others.

The table is littered with refuse that belongs to other people.

5; Varying Sentence Types
-

Have students; imperative,erate- declarative, imperative, interrogative, and =exclamatory
sentences, and transform one type= to another. The students- thus add variety to their
writing of .sentencii to better accomplish 'their purposes. (Portions of Sentence
Constroction Skills fForn: Edwin Ezor, Individualized_language_ Arts, New Jersey,' New

3ersey Depa.riiiiiiit-ofEducationi4974.)

Ekamples: Colum bus _discovered -America.
Did you know ,that Columbus discovered America?
ColUrnbus diScovered.Americal
Discoirer Amerka, Columbus;

Declarative
Interrogative
Exclamatory

Imperative



=k`;,,,t

y;iyippifig 'tligh-pitc-hed yelps, boUrided into the
/damp; pliorly'llt*room;giVing the: impression he had at :least eight . =

.

*--menacm

YlPPIPrhig40!tchey into the
p; poorly ht room giving the he had -at -leasieight

is- _ftvorite -German Shepherd
ocly#it room. -

The Gerniarishephei4,':unliker:ttie;-.puppy: who bounded into the
poorly Sit room,- darted into

-Natit-the-...Girmanth*erd-ihatinio the-chamber? -

.:seem so at' he
:

The -9110%411er _Cchamte-i.

What: damp, Poor)

litroam. , . : .

Exparitrin g
Sentence Into a
Paragraph.-

The German ,--shephird,,,:lgoris favorite, darted menacingly with
droolingdrooling^ Jaws aia.r,into--the dark
much more
darker hadow': onto::the - blade wi

vra.s'contained wl

cilamber.
His -huge form,- so:.

hunting iihrew an -even.

seerhed
=to anticipatyhe

walls to .felist74the
thou&htOttlevourliig it. It .was just evil nature that Made-Igor' -".

.

.. 4: toifleach_bre.vity and impact: in 'thei.: use ',of' words, have students make kipper,
-stidcersor:campaigri biittons. Narrovily:loCus the;;topicIend limit the number of Wbegt.

..:.: ''''.:- AT ' .. ''. ' , -:. -- ,: - ..-: _ : --._ .

: ie.. ramming _..as--..f! _....td teach Sentence. reduCtion-When.studeriti tend .

to_...-.rcmb e Example:

._-.

m ile ij-i- :H ave
---tudent

swtp_..,ffi..__e -.principal-.a .ten=word telegr an -which-vg
request, 'S students as

-practice C
-;SntenCe.and:toactueve;Irte!c7- variety: -.

-:.

;'
-. -.*-t---- ".-- --:,-1- - -- ---;'.--$:".^:=ae-f)"'::'' --;-::-.".'- --'_

vocabularye, ,...,u nts use various. forms to increase .-an

tiaMislei-Of 7161i*S**IFIntei";011.cli4,,.,F4
iiiop43**mess' ------7:diatharand74E4

:linp.iiiitince of using the rig word -in the : tight place...

__.
:- .

. .

...,....- ,r,,,,,.1.4,..-...s,



Use overhead .transterenciet of student work. to identify vague, weak, or

repetitive-Avords,=Circie_these student !upplY:replacernent words. Ditcss
hdw Speciffc words clarify the meaning of a sentence.

5.- When word clioice.lis repetitive or too vague? direct students to practice slotting;
that is,-replace such general. words as nice, a lot, fun, etc. with More specific

--,wor-ds.Have-the-class,briilly_de_veloplists of replacement words _for those general. words
----7most- commonly Used.- -Have-students:place these lists on large wan posters as composition

aids.
-

-.Having ite students . express their own peas while imitating word patteras
sentence rhythms. canbe.a good way to help some dents. Select an opening-line,from a:.

piece of prose. - Ask the students -to-- write it 'their. notehooki,ichanging one- or--two
words. Share these: with 'the class; e.g-.; "He Avorked.Stowly and 'carefully, keenly aware of:
his danger:" :_(lack London, "To Build a-Fire"), "Monday Ts no rifferent from any other
weekday in Jefferson now." Faulkner,!The vening Sim")

Student: Friday is no differenrfrdrn any other weekday in school now. -They no
longer have assembly or day trips on Fridays; we just study and study; (Idea from WEDGE)

_ 7. Have the studentprepare.two-seis of words that c.seribe the same quality - one
positively and one negatively;-.For exaraplm You are skinny, but-I am shm. .

.

The studeat then chooses a' character from fiction, from history, from hiS'or her own
acquaintance, etc._ The student -lists two sets-of worrkto describe the:character,: one set
-positive; and..onesset negative. Then the Student -Writes 'Cine;paragraph for. each -Set of

wordt; i.e.,-each paragraph _describes the sarne.pertonrbut frOnva different-point of .
view.

8- Have studenti role-play. Tell them: "Pretend you are reading:your composition

to a peribriforwhOMLEnglish-iS not the native language. How would you,eXplain the slang
_ .

. terms or figuret of speech?" ,Exarnples:-."Hiscar is-alerhon." -!'The team.bOrnbed.out."
.

9; :To-develop awareness of trite adjectives,..-malce_acattoLof overused adjectives in

phrase Ask ,students.orally to replace trite.:aclje'aives. with more colorb# adjectives.
After a few examples, 'pair students to complete-the phrases the_qteim .0n 'chalkboard

or overhead transparency, conitruCia'ifst. of colorful adjectiveifor,each., trite eicainple.,
Students may 'Copy thesefists in their writing journals. Now assign :two. to: each

pair of stiicWritt: Have therk write fcir,eaCil'phraSe 'substituting one of . the

colorful ask:.each pair ot students to-a-mice a poster. depicting :the trite

adjective, then lisE of colorfid -replicements, and their use in original sentences..: Display
posters in the classroorn. ..

10. . To stress the difference between the spoken and the -written word, give the.

students an assignment in whichthey are asked to take a piete written in.a conversational
style and rewrite it for a more forinal,audiencli.e.,- the newspaper or a magazine;

11. Have students. write. menus: Use. as Model a. real menu that has imaginative:-
names and cieScriptions of -foods. = Have the;_students write . a menu for a restaurant to
whidi'they wOuld-liketo.takeSorrieine they love, or someone they hate; .43_ mend that goes

into superlatives weer Meals: served in the School Cafeteria; a menu for characters in

stories. Discuss the word -choiCes for each menu. - -Have the 'class suggest other
appropriatechoice

.



. .
- -7

Have stucklitt replace- the pronoun subject of a sentence with a specific noun. -;

Example:. 'created an unusial thing.
botanist 'created an unusual thing.

.

-author
-dreSs *signer
,sculptor

1.411fidow dresser'
: basketball coach

To. expand the exercise, have students then substitute a-more specific noun for

the vague word "thing"

13- To help stucWits_ge.Wrate;alternative word thoicesi give theM a paragraph m
which one.generaLwoid_is used repeatedly.- :Ask students tosub_stitute a more specific
word in each rase:- A-saMPle paragraph'follows:

ober. Nancy and Jane had on their nice, new dresses. It
ara house. They bbth carried pAdrages-nicely wrapped

tiiuse had flowers,in.front of-it., The other children
there When Nancy and Jane arrived.. They were playing a nice game in

eorated ni. The gifts were nicely arranged on the table:
Each oneused rcezmarafeit as the sat down for-riaki and -the nice -drubs:Barixtra's-
thotier*.affered..1-The--girls:sang, "Happy Birthday" nicely. 0n-the way home Nancy- _----
said tolane, rDidnIt we have a ri.ice e?"-

students to underline -every repetition of nice or nicer.. Haie- students
more interesting replacement wordi. Make alist on the ct alkboard.:_Direct students to
use wordi from the list to replaCe.every nice or nicely in the paragraph. Write the noun,

..from the "nice" phrase besi& the replaceniaTt. Example:

erithifsiattlically sparkling delicious tasty pOlite.

sweetly .-1- /cheerful- sunny .. -- :Clotidiest :entertaining

leisurely .- ./ fragrant correct . -colorful amusing

attractively ' prom: brisk crisp Clear

meloclimisly- -smc flavorful fashionable attractive
elegant

. .

77177--



14. Select. an overworked expression, such as "worked hard." Have students
generate a list of verbs which could replace "Worked" depending upon the person's

particular job. Also compile a list of adverb substitutes for "hard" whiCh .give a- more
. .

precise picture., Direct -the students to- use a dictionary to dearly understand the

meaning; Example:

Verbi

-labored_
reSearthed
concentrated-
experimented.

-tested
struggled

Searched
pcodered
deliberated
studied
practiced
fought

energeticaillY
ainstakingly

thoughtfully
thoroughly
endlessly
determinedly

relentlessly
daggedly

\ efficiently t

dauntlessly 1,

-diligently.
effortlessly

-Have students ,combine a verb-and an adverb .from: the lists to replace' each "worked.

.hard" in the sentences below.

1; The student worked hard on his topic, using many reference _books.

2. The Chinese worked hard to lay as much railroad track as possible;

3. The detectives worked hard to find-the solution to the -crkne.

4. The scientist worked hard to prove her hypothesis.

5; The mathtmatics student worked h& l:1 to solve her mathematics problems.

-6. :The- judge worked hard to-reach a_-_&cisio-n.

7.. The golfer worked hard to improve his-stroke.

8. The-accountant worked hard to 'find the tiny error in the bookkeeping;

9. The housewife worked hard to. Make her house spotless.

10. The Coast Guard worked hard to save the crew of the sinking freighter.

:(SiiggeStions #12, #13, and #14 baied oh:Ideas from Learnco,



.,- rietir ,rnizi-tivatiofiSlor7-stridentt to correct their own spelling errors is
:-.1"PUbliiiitioiii:s0 their ...Writink.;-. Publication can be as simple as posting papers on the

assbulletin :-,ciii--,.*';,-- al*oratti.Oskompiling-oclosS anthology. Any writing that is to

;iii '....-aiio reade th --,it:Is.:a teacher, an ,employer,.or, -aopeeri-- deserves:_.,

st..4fria rafid'.;- etignijskli a::session to "'follow every writing sesSion,
TC:7eVairable:',.Students may. Oli 6- use one another and

,Witfr-cactrana60.Thesatirtii;".,
the teach04.5.resqurse ": (ldea froTi WEDGE) . .

The str 'ontcOrr ett-spelhng_should. .come during theediting-and-proofreading stage.
lfmustnot:b-eltll-dtve-d:to,interfereA;zitlhe_initial writing impulse.-

aVe- Ildeilte afCal all words 'in their" own cornixisitions..tha.t they:are not sure

they- have spelled right: Work from there to reinforce correct-spellings and_' to correct

. errors.

3. Have- - students make -and---refer to their own, they

freqtiently - -

. 4. Have students paii and-drill eadf-o-the-e. Include proper-nouns-and-possessives-in -

5. Use dictation exercises which include paragraphs and sentences as well as Single

words.
hi6. Give students oral work to correct pronunciation problems which may 'Causes

misspellings.

7.- If" the student does not seem to be- able to copy words correctly from printed
material, first try to determine whether there is a physical or psychological problem that

prevents the itudent from CoOingcorrectly.-Tqf 'there is no-problem of that type, hav-e the

student praatice . copying paragraphs from printed material. The practice might be

enlivened by hiving students try to use different typesof calligraPhy.
.

8._Tricks of the TrariP in Spelling. Here are twenty-five statements gleaned from
English-journal articles. (From curriculum of Wantagh Public Schools)

. - . .

bout-1 in 5 errors in' high school themes are mittakes in spelling.

b: In the language of dilly vriting, there are comparatively few demons to conquer.
- .

. . .

There are indicitions that,lac.k of instruction in syllabication, prOnunciation, and

- rules for spelling guidance could account for the increased number of poor

Viers..
. There direct' correlation between reading comprehension and ability to spell;

.

between poor.scholarship.and poor spelling.
.

e. ilswho--reacEof=their---own=volitioracquieAxitk=neW--words-ond_improved_ .

. spelling as byproduct.s.-_



-The EnKlish teacher cannot be the Ordy spelling teacher.

Nothing short of 100% attainrnegi in thesPelling of a word is acceptable.

h. We have two things to &al with and to bring into working agreement: The

chaotic,-unpredictable_forms ot American words and the-chaotic, unpredictable
attention habits of. American youth. We cannot change the spelling.
.

is Homonyms should not be_taughtAigether.:. Fundamentally, the problem is one of

usage, not spelling. It is valueless to teacV,homonyms out of context.

. The ten words, most often misspelled 'in college entrance exams were these: too,
its, believe, together, their, principal, committee, therefore,.sepiarate,pleasant.

k. Spelling requires words to be examined individually phonetic and present=day
reading methods emphasize the sound and concept of the word rather than the
spelling. i

1. S g is not just drill. It is also mastering the use -of words in sentences as
they function in actual writing.

rn. A limited number of words perfectly known will forma stronger foundation for
more complicated words than a hott of vague impressions. -

ri. Dictation is the only satisfactory type of drill that will establish the spelling of a

word as an unvarying habit; this drill must be frequent, limited, and comulative._

o. In selecting words for study,; keep in Mind the importance and usefulness of the
words foi the particular age Jevel.

.41/.

p. The application of the rules for suffixes, doubling, compound adjectives, plurals,
and possessives would eliminate a number of errors in spelling.

. Misspelling may be due to pronunciation, not mispronunciation; for example,

"wimin."

Spelling must be-taught. It should be taught efficiently, and effectively/mce it
is an. accoMplishment Of a ,very low order. Much more time is' necessary for
positive iMprovement.in written expression and communication. /

. The correlation between mechanical correctness and the-ability to:express ideas'
is low.. The outside world, however, his a habit of judging by appearances..
.. ".. .

t: We must find .what words the pupil uses and misses and conce:n .,,te on Ihemn t
on words he Or 'she does: not use or does not know. . / -

u. = Every person who can remember, anything can learn to spell'. The reason for pont-

success is -likely to be' that the students have note had the guidance or did not

want to,takethe trouble.-

for recopying the paper befv. ore firm' acceptance.

w; Rules will help, the student to a greater sense of security in almost 95% of his or

.

e. .Missplli s may well &II

her 'writing.



e ;can make correctness in spelling a social.cesiribility by convincing the
hie Or her mista5es-in :aY,of our approved custoths__spelling,

4tiedi, 'etiquette morals Will-spoil chances 'in the-future.

sustaided attacle_against misspelling-bya,- definite campaign

to: Spell IFroin the _curriculum of Wantagh Public
The following. synthesis of materials..fund here and there is Offered as a

:

.

1- a.. ,US-e.;iyouttno.itti.;Prcirourice--the word Correctly-by checking the dictionary. Say.
eacksyllableTdistincily,- and -look at each syllable as yOU say it

b: 1.1se,y6iii ears '1.arth--i-vord as you say it. ..

G Use-your mind. Think, how the word loOks by closing your eye See every letter
in your mind's eye.

d. your,eyes..- Look at the word to find out Whether your spelling is right: If it
. is not., i*throUgh steps a, b, and c again. . .

your hand. Write :the'-word without looking at Your book and then check the
liook.__COver- the word, wr_i:teitagain,_anil checkthe_book. Repe.at.three:_times.___

f. Use-your materials. Copy the word in your notebook.

UseYour tirfte. -Study.the,Wcirds and write themirom dictatiOn.

ImprovinjtPunetuation aril-Capitalization_

1. Give students a passage of stu&nt writing from which all capitali
omitted. Mlle students place capitali where appropriate. Try this same technique giving

them a passage without punctuation,and have them put in the necessary marks. (Idea

from curriculum of Bronxville Elementary School)
f

Newspaper' hunt. This can be a single person activity, used with a partner, or in
small groups.- (idea front Learnco, Inc.)

a. Have students make.a list of the clifferent rules:of capitalization.
.

.
. - ,

b. Ask students to hunt through :a newspaper or magazine for-examples to illustrate
-eaChTule.

c. Have students cut out the examples and mount-them with tape or rubber cement.
Oster bOard.

d. Have students write out the rules for each example and mount each rule with-the
example.

Thu:activity can be used with other formi of potion: Comma, winicolon, quotation



Have the students read their compositions aloud-and say
come to the appropriate_place. Another possibility is to hay
sound-for periods or. other punctuation marks.

, .

. Have students work in pairs, readit-ig_each' other'scorapo
discuss diffkulties Caused by lack of punctuation. -

lod" every time they
ent make a .certain

it"

aloud. Have -there

5. Use punctuation "bees, similar to spelling "bees:" The student draws.a sentence.
:or' phrase from a box and theh must write the sentence or phrase with the correct -
-punctuation on the blaCkboard. (Idea from Teaching:__Writing Right)

9.

6. Give students a_ lilt of subordinate conjunctions and ask them to use the ti

conjunctions in-sentences. Go over the sentences for punctuation. Then have the students
rewritelhesentences, 6anging the order of the Clauses. Go.over the sentences again for
'punctuation:

7. Or* method of teaching generalized rules is to involve the whole clasi
producing a 'one-page style sheet,. modeled on one used by a major newspaper or press

association or, by the, Columbia -Scholastic Press Association: Focus on_ the
capitalization.and punctuation errors obftrved in student writing. (Idea-from WEDGE)

_ Improving_Rewriting,_Editing,_and_Proofreading

1.. Have students form small grobps of 5 or 6 students. Have students role-play a
roundtable session as editors. Have the group select an editor-in=chief and have all other

group members act as assistant editors, each of whom will assume the role bf- expert for
correcting. a partictular of. error. The teacher becomes the consulting editor if
-dictionaries, thesauri, stylebooks, grammar texts, or cheCklists of errors 'do not answer
the students' questions. (Idea from WEDGE)

2. Display prominently_ lame pieces of construction_ paper writing_checkliSt,__-,
.one -strop a

Have I used their, there, and they're correctly in my writing?

there place
their r. belonging to
they're = they are

-

3. To provide practice in editing and proofreadmg, give the student two copies of a

student pAier, one of which the teacher has-corrected. The student% job is to proofread
to correct the uncorrected paper. by comparing it with the corrected paper. As a later
eierciserthe-'student edits and makeS corrections without the aid of_ the corrected paper,
and compares witWa corrected paper-afterwards. (Idea from WEDGE).

4. Devise_checklists for students to use to. check their own work. Make cheeklistS
simple*-btit-:use different lists for different types of writing.



Students shotild check off each point after examining their work. They should make

corrections on their -rough-,,drafts. (From the curriculum of BrornEyille Elementary

School)

A. Does it rnake sense? Is it interesting?
b.. Does: it have an introduction?
c. Does irhave a conclusion?
d. Diet alwaiiSliSe the most appropriate or interesting words?

Did I use any words too often (and, then, so)?
_f. Do all sentences in a parairaph.relate to one idea?

Areiny sentences varied in length, pattern and beginnings?
h.. Do the sentences tell a complete thought?
is ,Are capitals used where necessary?

_

-Did- I" use 'apcistrophes,- commas, quotation marks, periods, question marks

where, nee:L-4d?
Are:ea words spelld correctly?

I.. Are-paragraphs indented?

5.- It may be helpful to make a chart or-poster like the following:

1

REWRITE

Read work orally to sell and/or others.

_ _ E Examine/Evaluate content and form .of work.

Write revision.

Read rewritten work.

Inspect for punctuation, capitalization, spelling, handwriting.

Take to teacher.

Evaluate final work.

4.

6. To make revision more interesting for students you might ask them to:

a. Rewrite the paper without using an form of "to be."

b. Eliminate as many wordsaspossible without sacrificing meaning.

c, Expand each sentence to _make it-as long as possible.

d. ReWrite someone elselsCompositiOn for a different audience.

7.. Write with the students during the class ,period; lei them see you revising and

rewriting. Share your work With the students.



The chart below may be helPful to students in n-proofreading papers written by their
peers. Each *student' editpr. would be responsible for one section; e.g., spelling or
punjuation or Paravaptiing.

1. '

. Comment

. .

PROOFREADING TECHNIQUES

tants and/or AdviterS

COMPLETEENTENCES

Consaltant: _

Comments: ,

PARAGRAPHS

3. C-onsultarit:

Comments:

SPELLING



.

EVALUATION STUDENT.PAPEgS

There are -many; inethods of evaluatinewriting and increasing reliability in k.ivalua-
"on.- (Scte.bibliciraphy section :on p..-7.80 It cannot be-emphisized too strongly-, hoWever,

that eiraluatiotioliwritifirotiduld.,bedone using.student writing sample, and should not be. writing
a

dome on 6f--iaimultiPle:;.-chaice- test': ;-: ---- /

Rs '"indicated 'elswhere this publication, it is:_essential .thai folders of stu&ni
wriiing*keptIhei*:fisideei:may-A0vedii-Ihe ieiealuation-of,the program, as well as in-
the: evaluation individual student's Writing. Toirnprove,stuilents', perceptions of.
their progressilic.*: a good idea to attaa Checklist to the inside of the cover,lndicatihg
what-o*student,.can do Inde what; he or she can't do).

orm as _required on both the Prelimirary Competency Test in Writing _
ii,COMpetencyTestin Writing is arsood way to get through a.great number

of papers-:in fa:thort-tinie...31hIS method of -scorhig is as reliable as any other -method of
scoring. However, holiStic-,scorinias helpftl" only to the teachers not to the - sttident.
Analyses of student :=Writing. samples according to the instruments begin ring on p. 13 are
Much moie'lrelpfultio the student, afthough time-consurniN-for *,:srle teacher.

%There are, hoWeirer; other-methods of evaluating Student papers. =The suggestions
that= tfollow come from teachers and are meant to help re4oc'e the paper load that results
when a. conscientious teacher is, teaching composition. sThe suggestions are meant to be
helpful to siudents as well. "_

. . .
1'. Use many. short'assiznments instead of few long assignmerts Espemity -withn

poor -.niters, often with--goodstirdent- Writers -as well. long writing assigns
.-2encoura-eIlacEwriting on the part-of the student, who just Cdncentrates on filling up the

., .

2. Have students-tand in the rough draft as v;e11 as the final copy. This practice
helm the teacher, to discover how much rewriting went or, and where the student went
wrong in -writing.... Conferences with the -student in which the two drafts are compared

-often help bring about improvement

3.. At times, correct a set of papers for one concept you have taught; rather than
for every possible -fault.- This method not onlyrsaves time/or:the teacher, but also. enables
the student to concentrateon logroving.one-orwo aspects at a time instead of giving up
as hopeless thv*hole- idea of .linprovement.

4. 'Sortie ,occasions, Mark 'a'stiecifi" C.. of -error through half the paper, then
fecitlire.the student to golhiorigh the -rest of the paper to find and correct similar errors.

.

motivation,; as well a 'vied self--evaluation practice, to allow
se a few of thebest4lieces from their writing fdlders to be entered for

ition grades for the quarter tor the semester.

. 6. Pair students to write one composition between them. On one assignment, one is
prirf!ar.4...-rpz.spontible, .bUt--,gets suggestions,- proofing, etc. from the other. .S3n--the next

-P-iassitdrAvrt;ile0orisibilrialisArtreversed.: Both students.zet the same grade. -pf course,
pairint:zieeds done carefully "/Or .obvious reasons, but it is .a way of,, a-Sing Peer
teaching,:encouraging revision ,*and cutting down on teacher load.

, .



7. Croups of students may act as an editorial panel to select the best papers of an
nment to be duplicated for the entire class. Give the panel the privilege of

suggesting revisions to the authors, just as real editors do.

8. A -brief checklist for the student to use before he or she hands in the paper
encourages self=evalaation and revision. Tor example, the checklist could include:

I have kept in mind the person or persons for whom this paper is written.

I have looked in the dictionary to check the spelling of words I was not sure of.

9. To encourage the idea that papers should be revised 1:f ore being_ handed in for
evaluation, have the students do their rough draftt and revisions on regular notebook
paper; -but put their final copy on a ditto 'sheet. Provide a copy of the-ditto sheet to each
student in-the dla'ss. (From the curriculum of Ramapo Central School Dittrict)

a. Students share in the evaluation and grading process.

b. The audience, increases from just one (the teacher) to the whole class..

c. The difficulty of making. corrections .on a_ ditto sheet forces t,e student to
rough draft and revise carefully:before putting final copy on such a sheet. The
student becomes conscious of the mechanics of his or her work, developing a sense
of pride in neatness and perfection.

d. Each student has, in booklet form, a copy of- each theme by each member of
the class, as well as the evaluation comments and corrections.

e. Students see \how other -student's write and think. This helpethem gain a
wider and more realistic perspectiVe about their own writing..

f. The booklets may be read-bi parents-- to-- gain a:n-lorestinderstanding vieWpoint
about what thek child and other children are doing in this elais;

g. . English teachers, could exchange booklets. and compare grades on sample
compositions. ThiS Oethod Will. contribute to greater .unifohni in' marking
procedures within a department. .

h. Ultimately, students w./il develop more_proficiency in correcting _papers
themselVe& They will learn- to understand the procedure of grading as well as to
develop skills in revising, proofreading and editing.

---Assumptions-AbOilf Evaluation

it may be helpful foe the teacher to keep certain assumptions in mind as he or she
evaluates student Writing.. .(Ideas.from Joyce Steward, INICTE WorkShop, San Diego, 1975)

1. Evaluation is not the same as giving a grade. ,

2. Evaluation is part of the pro..ess of writing.

3. Evaluation should lead to action for both student and teacher.

4. Evaluation should get at the heart of the matter, not just superficials.

5. Good evaluation is evince of a sincere concern for the student.



Some Helpful Ideas for Peer ot Group Evaluation

Students Can help ea other considerably by working in groups. They must be
car u.113; trained; however in order to ifiake group work a success. The teacher needs to
set its, to tell them whz2tt tcitkok for, to teach them to make comments helpful to each

rnetini
special .way of loo
,respond, either.,

. t.

e,....gnitip work can be made .less routine ,by= occasionally suggesting a
g at papers and writing comments. Students might be required to
or in: writing, to questions such as, the following:

you mail this letter to, if you could mail it to anyone in the world?

t 4ixids of pictures should be included" on a collage which represents the main
idea of this writing? 'Why?

using this writ' as the °SI-LA/ scrap of evidence about the author, write an
epitaph for her orpis. t-..-nhstone. Whyzdid you write what you did?

4. If this writing were a pill, what effect would it have on your mind and body?
Why?

(Questions from Niagara Fani Ciwriculum in Writing)





arder. to _provide- the conferring-group _experience, the following procedures are
Each teacher will ne-e-O,to adapt and build upon these pracedures to meet. the

Divide your class into groups -Of_ three or four students each. Try to make
your groups: heterogeneous ; poorer. writers .can furnish insights about those

of the writing which are not clear as well as better writers.

--2. The IS, assigned. Time should be `provided so that the
writemare allowed to thinleah-obtVihartheywantto-say-abOut-the

;e composition -paper of three :different colors- for the three writing
-Which will follow, each = Color- signifying a -particular. step in the-

composing process. Ditto piper- comes in a variety of colors; lines may be
.drawn on the_ditto master a large supply of color- composition. paper may
be inade4Vailible.)

..-inrits the writing PerhaPs-we might use pink comp°. si-
. . 2-:,

3. The student "att---.7,--:----- first --. when the student is working on
-14- to signify the prewriting activity. - ...-

ik t ompositron I:Riper, the --writer is telling the that he /she is .'working

on writing houghts, crossing out and being unconcerned ---about siiilling,
complete sentences, or grammar:. The writing on pink paper is unpolished and'

. unedited :and not ready for -the conferring group. - -

. .

Th e--writer revises and corrects_ the first draft and rewrites _oti- a crtfferent
color -,corriposition paper, e.g.; gre-n, which signifies the writing stage. One
rewriting may -be insufficient for-each writer,-so provide plenty Of paper-T/5i_
reyision:4,- The writei. attemPts to -perfect the paper. as -much as:possible-
be.fort bringingthe Rikr to the'8-oriferring gr-oup.

. _

Once the fiaper_haS been Written land-the writer feels that it is ready to be
read by the Conferring grOup, 'the group is called together. The'" writer reads
the -piece ---tathe group. -During the: first reading,-the =group listens -toget:Ahe
flavor_ of the. piece --During.the second reading;-using)Elbo-Wis7-tethrilqUe- of
"pbinting," >the students listen for and -write .down- 'thosTe words or phrases
which Are ,i-strong,i which carry. the story. (Ptter: Writing=Witliout.
Teache-rt, New York, 1973). =After itie-iiiiteeftnis-litt the readingohe group_
Fazi -he-wordt from -their lists' iii`.:Cotrid-rofiin fashion in order, while the

: author-listens.- Particularly_trong_WOrds"Will be tePe..ated by all the members
of:the group; _NoW the writer should-:have the feetirig- -of some_ kind of
tornmunitation.:. If- he/ihiTliailiviitten :a-sadpiece; those wordsand phrases
which denotesadness should, be in the liSts read by the gioup.

The writer may poirdecide to .revise the work; or be /she may pass the-paper
to the group for a:- reading.., -,Proviemg caplet for _all:, the 'students in the

:conferring -.group is a...probleiii for 'Mang schools, since_ use of the Copying-

iniChine is frequently re...striCted...Having:the.rnernbers,of the group read' the
gaffer bdiviialy and pass it on to the next person is also-effective,: although
somewhat More time< consuming. If all ifie'peqple in the group are at the
reading- stage in their-writing,' whiCh frequently happens, no time isiostsince
everyope is reading:a paper at the sarne.tirne.



What the readers look for really_depends on what you, .thee teacher, want to
emphasize. Perhais- you are stressing organization, paragraphing, and de-scrip=
tion; you might want each child to have a brief guide sheet concentrating on
those skills.. Usik the guide sheet, -the .reader checks offi makes suggestions in
writing, and passes it back -to-the-writer. The guide-sheet-might have questions
Such as, "Does this.person use variety of words in 'hiS/her sentences to mike
the written p-mduct interesting and colorful? if not work together to improve.
the variety of the word selection."

The writer is free to accept Or not accept the suggestions made by the group;
-77 ver feedbad< has been ma&. by the group to give the writer infoiMation for

further revisioii.,

_ (While the groups are in seisioni you should visit each _group = to see if there

- are- areas of common weaknesses for large group instruction, and also, always
make yourself available for aid to those individuals or grOups which need help.
This. is 'where your best teaching taket place.)

7. The-student is: now ready_ to, write the final copy on regular. -white-composition
per-s: He/she has had thet,opportunity to think about what he/she wanted to say.

There were opportunitieS for feedback, and the writer -was provided 'time, and
- .
guidance needed for revision.

The conferring technique becoMes an activity which the sta.-dents-look forward to
rid er!joy. As the year :progresses, the student becomes more aware of aucilence; becomes .

tore able to evaluate his/her cwn writing, is more motivated to write, and takes greater
rterest:in proofreading and the Craft' of writing. This-technique thus, assures a better
ttituc% toward writing: and a better finished product.
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Identification of the purpose.of, and audience for, the writing
. . . .

Selection -of, seqbence

Development is the sufficient~ and appropriate use of details, reasons,
examples-, facts, anecdotes-to produce .the intended effect.-

.

B. Skills-of Organization and-Development

2.

1. Rela.fing events in 'order of occurrence

2.. Arranging4t-eps-o rocess in logical order

.3 Statinga:topic-sentencerand-giving-suppor4mg-

Explaining why and-how sOmethifig happened.

5: Defining= lei context

6. Clissifying

-A; Comparing and contrasting .

. .

9. Bringing ideas together for coherence

10. chwsing appropriate* mode, format, genre-

*:Beginmng. and concluding approprzately

Choosing appropriate. diction

13. Anticipatingfiossible misunderstandings in; order to achieve claiity.

siting, and revising

-15. Proofreading .

_ ,.
*A opriateneis as &terrnined by. the- purpose of, and the audience or, the writing.

-1;;.:::.:`





GENTS MANDATE FOR .REMEDIATiON FOR
STUDENTS:BEL0W THE STATEWIDE REFERENCE POINT

.

The Regents-,:mandate is rcuttained in Section 163.2 .the Regulations of the !
teihrnissioner.of Edite:atiOiiiiihith States:

Popits "Whd=score-I_below- the -treSignated statewide _referenCe=wint on one
More.. of -the-,PreliminarY.:CoMPetificy *Testis (in Reading. and Writing) should be'
prOvideivproPriate.temedial instructii3n designed to enable.them pass: __the L

.required Regents Competency..Testi by the time they are- otherwise qualified to
gradtiate." ,-

. Pup- , whcifail-7-ttie--H3asidC-orripetericy Tests in Reading; _W- riding;-or
Mathematics shall be: provided appropriate remedial instruction designed to enable
ttoin to pass .Basle Coitipeterity TeStS-by-the. time they are otherwise qualifiled.-

to gradUate"-

. A puPilc provided remedial nstrUetiOrly and'the pareni or guardian
. of such a pupil, :shall 6-e notified in -writ* by the principal of-.the-teit results d

the=plan:for-remedialrinstructiorki-.-.:"- Tte-Itigents_Comiieterictrestirl-Pro ark
Competdicy_Testing; > cRemediaE hittruction and --HighSchool_Credentials: /Re-

. State Education Departmenti..Niarch 1979. page-3. I

The,' rerriedtation mandatetipecifically states ,that students with scores belo -the
ttatevocW..reference. point. must _be -given' specially: designed:progams.,toTaddress their

-"her7j parents Must :be Wort:hid of the.''Sliiident*SCol e, its
the. ichOas plart"Ir 'freritediation.

maintain li4vidtal records lir .411 StUdentsz_requiring this.sPecial retried* assistince.i The _-
: sairie.torOcedare be_ followed fOr;thOse students who score" :above the- ;statewide

reference. ioirrt
,

.
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF RECENT WRITINGS ON _COMPOSITION -;-ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO A MODEL .-FOR'WEWING. COMPOSITION AS A PEDAGOGICAL DISCIPLINE.

R. Larson. ProfeSsor of English, Lehman College, CUNY

MEDIUM OF_WRITIN_G

c..lasSifications of Writing

a. es Britton, The Development of Writing Abilities, 11 -18 (Macmillan Educa-
..tion, 1975)

.James.... Kinneav_y, A_Theory of Discourse (Prentice=Hall, 1971)

_James Moffett; "I, You, and It," CCe., zviki 1965

Characteristics-of Writing (theoretical parspe&tives)

Walker Gibson, Persona (Random House, 1969)

Maxine Hairston, "Carl Rogers' Alternative to Traditional Rhetoric," CCC
December, 1976

Wi is' Piikin, 3r.., "Hierarchies and the Discourse Hierarchy, ' CoLlegEnglish,
March, 1977

Characteristics of Writing (empirical studies)

Richard Braddock; "The Frequency and Placement of Topic Sentences in Exposi-

-tot3r Prose," RTE (Research in the Teaching of English, NCTE journal), Winter,-

1974
t.

M. A. K. Halliday and Ruciaiya Hasan; =Cohesion in English (Longman Group, 1976)

Sabina T.-301; 'Marne Tentatile Strictures on Generatiie Rhetoric," College

Charles R.- Kline, 3:c., and W. Dean Mernering, "Formal Fragments: The English
Minor Sentence," RTC Fail 1977

THE STUDENTS WRITING

-.1ZrigUagel3evelopmerit ..
Loren Barritt- and. Barry M. Kroll ; "Sorrie implications of Cognitive-Delielop-
menial faPsycholoiy- r: Research in .Composing," in Charles Cooper and Lee
Odell,- eds., Researchlon_Camposing: Points of Departure (NCTE, 197i)

. . .

3ame.s.Britton, The-bevebipinentof__Writing Abilities, 11 -18 (previously cited)

Hunt, TEarli Blooming and Late. Blooming. Syntactic. Strqctures," in
Charleecboper and =ire -eds:;-Eliatuaiina_.ifiting INCTE;' 1977).



- . .

Williairi F. Irinscher, "The- Teaching of Writing in
3oUrnal, fk.ceinb-er, 1977

Walter LOban, Language DevelOpment:1<indergart
(NCTE, 197E)

Terms of Growth," English

en Through Grade Twelve

Elaine Maim-3'n and Barbara Nodine, "Measuring Syntactic Growth: Errors and
Expectations in Sentence-combining Practice With College Freshmen," RTE,
October, 1978--

Roy O'Donnell, "A Critique of: Some Indices of Syntactic Maturity," RTE, Spring,
. .

.

Richard Sterling, 3ohn Brereton, Sandra Perl, Writing Development Project to
Investigae-Characte.ristics of C-f-tiVvtb, -Maturity, --and-Complexittingi---
supported by the Fund for Improvement Of post=Secondary Education (ongoing at \.
The. City University of New York; no findings published yet)

Murray A. Stewart, "Syntactic Maturity from High School to. University: A First
Look," RTE February, _1978

. 2

Error

David Carkeet, "Understanding Syntactic Errors in Remedial Writing," PoLtege
English, March, 1977'.

Elaine thaika, "Who Can Be Taught?', Colfege English, February, 1974--

_Walker Gilisoni."The-Writing-Tea-che.r-as a Duds -Reader p CCC,: IVIa.y, 1979/--

Barry.Kroll and John Schafer, "Error Analysis-and the Teaching of Composition,'"
CCC, October X978

-Andrea. A--7.--tTundor What-We-KrintilYon't--know--About-hemedi
CCC, February; 1978

Journal . of Basic -.Writing, I:.-..."Error;". 1973 (pUblished by 'the Department of
-English, City College:Of The City; University of NewlYdela

Shatighniiisy ;I:.ErtOrS and Expectations Oxford University PresS; 197 ;

:

. THE WRITER'S AUDIENCE sv.

.itiv-e Ego-centrism and the Problem'of Audience Awareness
_

ritten "RTE, October, 1978

el% ince is Always a F.iciion,-"PMLA,. January, 1975

Joseph- AVIlliarns;-- Responsibility," College Ezip,lish, September,- 1977-,
1.kg,tth iresearchtat the. University,of Chicagd-orrthe effects of-

and :wilting on their- audiences)



iews.ofires
amet ''The Cornmming Preaesses and the Functiont of Writing," in

;hes Cooper and Lee Odell, eds., Research_on_COmposingi Points 'of Departure

d James Brazil, Strategies 'fat Teaching the_COniposinx_Processe-

of the Coinposing Process,;' : -Arizona 'En&lish

Teacherc...(0Yiforcillniversitic_gcess,_197:-..)
. . .

. .
ier`Bio Another \fief/ of, the ocess;" im Walter

-Writing TiciEesses:cif-Stuideni:s-..(RePbri--r& the
erence on-Language--Ar-zts;:State UntvershygottNewt-York7a.t.-13uffalo,

Fhe:Coiriposing.Processes:of Twelfth-GradersANCTE,:1971)'

-
..Sharon:.131
Wnters," R

Ch4-rres-

..

raves; "f n Eicaniination of the Writing Proceises of Seven-Year-Old
Children;',RT.Wiriter, 1975 .

TerrY-
.. .
andra. er

Quir-terlY7Sgiring,1979- . .

.--.. _

" 'Description of th -CoMpOsing Process -cif College:Freshrian
rc?ary, .1979 . ' . e .

Case Study.of a Twelfth-Grade Writer," RTE,:Witi,-1974

ed -Writers. as Composers,"--New_Yosi

.-.

"Stailiar.4". "An Analysis' of the Writing -Sthayior of Good Student
:1974:

- -

briderlYingiliitellectuaLACts

"Fijnicp!Ange.lo, A :Ccirkeptual -Theory,of Rhetoric.(Winthrop Publiihers; 1975
espe y the early 7-

JanefErni .'"Writingas a*bde-of Learning," e,e.c, Mai-, 1977.

ennet
Background' With' Re.acrmg:s- (Harcourt. Brace

''Jovanovi-c41.975)

-.:Lindile-snOwe.r age Jahrk:-..Hay "..).3iobleni-Solving: Strategies Writing
CcillegeEnglishDecember, 1977-

_

Grammar' of _Motives, in W. Ross. Winterowd, Con-



Richard L._ ,Larson, "Discovery Through Questioning: A Plan
Rhetorical Invention," in Winterowd, above

Donald Murray, "Write Befcso CCC, December, 1978

__for Teaching

Michael Paul, and Jack Kligerman, Invention: A Course in Prewriting and
Composition (Winttwol4Publishers, 1973)

-
D. Gordon Raman, "Pre=Writing: The Stage of Discovery in the - Writing
Process," CCC, May, 1965 :

-Richard -Young, Kenneth Pike, and Alton Becker, Rhetoric: Discovery and
Change (HarCourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970)

Procedures for Arranging and Connecting

lidiard L. Larson, 'Toward a Linear Rhetoric of the Essay," CCC, May,y1971
.

Paul Rodgers, Jr., "A Discourse-Centered Rhetoric of the Paragraph," CCC
February, 1%6

William SiAlter, "A Sense of Structure." CCC, December, 1978

Richard Warner,. "Teaching the Paragraft as a Structural Unit,n CCC, May, 1979
_

W. Ross Winterowd, "The ,Grammar of Coherence, in Contemporary-Rhetoric,
above

<Processes for Creating Sentences

Elaine Chaika., "Grammars an March; 1978

Francis Christensen, "A. Generative_ Rhetoric of the-Sentence," in Notes_Toward
a..New-Rhetoric (Harper and AOW, 1967) / I

Frank O'Hare, ving Sttb;.:ent Writing Without Formal
Grammar Instruction (NCTE, 1973

Joseph Williams, "Defining Complexi _, March, 1979,,

Revision

aon'ald Murray;,iltiternai.Revisioh: A Process of DiseoPery," in Cooper and Odell,
- Research. on-Composing: Pointslof_DeprtdieldtedaboVe) I

Nan-Oy timmers, "The Need fir Theory In Composition Researdi," CCC, Febru=
ary, 1979

CLASSROOM INTERVENTION. ACT. OF COMPOSING

Teacher=Class Interaction
N

1

William 60es, Thatitifig.comp-osition (Hayden Books, 19743
1

1



William Coles, The Plural I (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1978)

.Mary Edel Penman, "The Measure of .Success in Writing," CCC, February, 1978

Peter Elbow, Writing Without Teachers, previously cited

Ken Macroriei Telling Writing (Hayden Books, 2nd Edith-- 1976)

James Moffett, Teiching_the_Universe of Discourse (Hougnton, Mifflin,_1968)

Robert ,Zoellner, "Talk-=Write: A Behavioral Approach to. Pedagogy," College
English, January, 1969

GroupViork
d

1

.

Kenneth =Bruffee, "Collaborative Learning: Some Practical. Models, College
English, February, 1973

Thom Hawkins, Group In - «i Writing (NCTE, 1976)

Journal of Basic Writing, II: "Courses," 1976 (see previous entry for data about
publication)

Assignments for

Eleanor Hoffman and John Schif sky, "Designing Writing Assignments," English
Journal, December, 1977

Demonstrations and Exercises: Syntactic Exercises

Elaine Chaika, "Grammars a 'reaching," !College English, March, 1978

Warren Combs "Further .tt!.t..; of Sentence-Combining, on Writing Ability,"
RTE, Fall 1976

Donald .Daiker, Andrew Karek, and Max Morenberg, "Sentence-Combining and
Syntactic Maturity in Freshman Englisn," CCC, February, 1978 (See also their
article in RTE, October, 1978.)

W. B. Elle), et al. in -he Role of Grammar in a Secondary School English
Curriculum," RTE, ipring, 1976

Lester Fargley, "Generative Rhetoric as a Way of Increasing Syntactic Fluenc);,"
CCC, May, 1979

\ Frank O'Hare, Sentence-Combining, cited previously

Sandra Stotsky; "Sentence-Combining as a Curricular ActivitY: Its Effects on
Written Language Development nd Reading Comprehension," RTE, Spring, 1975

Camonstrations and Exercises: Inverition_and_Planning

George Hillocks, "The Effect of Observational Activities on Student Writing,"
RTF, Febrriary, 1979



.,Lee Odell; "Measuring the Effect of Instruction in Pre-Writin-:" T E ; Fall, 1974

?eter Schiff, "Problem-Saving and the Composition Model: Reorganization,
Manipulation, Analysis," RTE, October, 1978

. Richard E. Young and Frank Koen, "The Tagmemic Discovery Procedure and. ts
Use in the Teaching of Rhetoric, Department of Humanities,- College of Engi-
neering, University of Michigan, 19/3

Cross-Disciplinary Writing
\

Nancy Martin et al., Writing and Learning Across__the__Curriculum (Ward Lock

Eduaational, 1976)
\

6. MAKING. JUDGMENTS ABOUT WRITING (THE PRODUCT)

Responding

Charles Cooper, 'Responding o Student. Writing," in Waiter Petty and Patrick
Finn, eds., The Writing Processes of Students (Report of the Annual Conference
or Language Arts, State Unislersity of New York at Buffalo, 1975), pp. 31-39 "

Stephen Judy, "Writing for the Here and Now: An Approach to AssessinVtudent
Writing," English*Joumal, January4973

Lee Odell, "Responding to Student Writing," CCC, Deceinber, 1973

Evaluatinj.,

Charles Cooper and Lee Odell, eds., Evaluating Writing (NCTE, 1977); especially
the pieces by. Cooper and Lloyd-Jones

. . .

Paul Diederich, Measuring GrowtIvin_Writin(NCTE, 1974)

Ann i 0. Gebhard, "Writing Quality and Syntax: A Transformational Analysis of
Three Prose Samples," RTE, October,. 1978

Fred I. Godshalk, Frances Swineford, and William Coffman, The-Measurement_of
Writing Ability, College Entrance Examination Board Research Monograph,
Number 6, 1966

.; D. Hirsch, Jr., The Philosophy of-Composition (University of Chicago Press,
1977);

.

Craig Hogan, "Let's Not -Scrap the II-Apr-0mi Test Essay Yet," RTE. :Winter,

.1977

Ellen _Nold and Sara F.reedrnan,..."An Asialysii of Readers' Responses to Essays,"
RTE ,r Fall, 1977

Sara Sanaers. and JOhh Litilefield, "Perhaps Test:Essays Can Reflect Significant
Improvement in Freshman Composition," RTE, Fall, 197.5

, .

5.;
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7. BIBLIOGRAPHIES. OVERVIEWS OF RESEARCH

Eliiabeth F. Haynes, "Using Research in Preparing to Teach Writing," English
Journal, January, 1978

Ricifird L.. Larson, annual stitlicted,- annotated bibliographies of research and
writing on composition and the teaching of composition, in the May issues of
CCC, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, and 1979

Gary Tati, edy Teaching Composition:_Tem BibliograPhical Essays (Texas Chris--;
tian University Press, 1976)

may 20, 1979
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Alley, Jean N, and Elaine B. Cohan,Narrative-Writing_Prograrri, Exeter, New
Hampshire, Learnco Incorporated, 1979 .

A Writing Guide, Bronxville Eiernen- tary SchOol, Bronxville, New York, 197.9.
I`

Calkins, Lucy, "Children Write - And Their Writing Becomes Their Teictbook,"
Language Arts; 55:7, pp. 804815.

Chisamore, Don, Vassar Road Elementary Schml, Wappingers Falls, New York,

ElbOw, -Peter, W_ritingL_Withouf_Teactiers, New York, Oxford University PreSs,

1973. _-

Ezor, Edwin, Individualized Language-Arts, New Jersey, New Jersey Department
of Education, 1974.

Chew,. Chargs, R. and Sheila A. Schlawin, et al; Write? Right POiighkeepsie,
DutchessCounty BOCES, -1978.

KingSton, Cecelia, "To Assign Is Nat To Teach," -English and Language its
Coordinator, Tarrytown, New York Public Schodls,-1976.

Language Arts Curriculum Guide, Wantagh Uniom Free Schov; District, Wantagh,
New Yorlq 1978.

School DisArict of the City of Niagara
Falls, New York, 1979.

Moffett, Jattlei :Anil Betty Jane Wagner; Student Centered :At s and
Reading, 1C-13, A; Handbook for Teachers, Second Edition, fiti-stf.47,, Houghton=

Mifflin Co y, 1976.

New_York Preliminary Competency'Test tWriiinifilanual_for_Administratort
and Teachers, Albany, State EddeatiOn Department, 1979.

Pawella, Paul; "Regarding Student Themes (Written. on. DittoMasters," Ramapo
Central Schools CtirriCultim, Stern, New York, 1978.

-Pirie, Alex, Writing SkillsPractiz_Kit, Exeter,New- Harripshire,A-earnco
Incorporatd, 1978.

Schlawin-, 3;:zga A., Charles R._Chew, at aly." , Poughkeep-
sie, DutchessCotifity BOCES, 1979.

Shzughnessy, Mina, Emori_and_Expeciations, Oxford Press, New' York
1977a , -

. .

Stanford, -Gem% (ed.);-_How to Handle_the_Paper_LOad, Urbana, National Council of
Teae-lers of iglith,' 1979.

-



Swam; -Joyce National Council of Teachers of English Workshop, San Diego,

California, 1975..

Tilt and-Ti4th, Lanvage_Arts Activities for_the_Classroorn, Boston, Allyn and

. Bactin, Inc., 1978.
. _ . . .

WEDGE, Writing Every Day -Generates Excellence,, A Manual #or- Se-condary

School Exiglish Class, DiViSidil of Educational Planning and Support, Board of

Educatico of the City of New York, overnber, 1979.

Writing tompetentlyandbOOkOOr Teachers, New York, Board-of Education

of the City of:New York., '1979. :

-

Wilting_:-Conipetently. Across the_Curriallum: A Handbook_forLteadherti New

York, Board of Edacation of=the City of New Yotk, 1979.
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